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Complaint,
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This consent order requires , among other things , the Alabama- based grocery chain
to comply with the provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act requiring the
consumers to be notified when they are denied credit , insurance or ajob based

in whole or in part on information in their credit report and requiring the
denying company to provide the name and address of the consumer reporting
agency that supplied the report.
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and

Wiliam D. Griggs.
, Burr
Forman

Mark Taliaserro

Binningham , AL
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act ,

15

and the Federal Trade Commission Act ,

15

e. 1681

et seq.

et seq. and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said
Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Bruno , Inc. , a corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has
USe. 41

violated the provisions of said Acts , and it appearing to the

Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges in that
respect as follows:

DEFII\ITIONS

For the purposes of this complaint , the following definitions are
applicable. The tenns
consumer consumer report and consumer
reporting agency shall be defined as provided in Sections 603(c),
603(d), and 603(f), respectively, of the Fair Credit Reporting Act , 15
U.S. e. 168Ia(c), 168Ia(d) and 1681a(f).

PARAGRAH 1. Respondent Bruno

, Inc. is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
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laws of the State of Alabama , with its office and principal place of
business located at 800 Lakeshore Parkway, Binningham , Alabama.
PAR. 2. Respondent , in the ordinary course and conduct of its
business , uses infonnation in consumer reports obtained from
consumer reporting agencics in the consideration , acceptance , and
denial of applicants for employment with respondent.
PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondent , in the ordinary course and conduct of its
business , has denied applications or rescinded offers for employment
with respondent based in whole or in part on information supplied by
a consumer reporting agency, but has failed to advise consumers that
the information so supplied contributed to the adverse action taken on
their applications or offcrs for employment , and has failed to advise
consumers of the name and addrcss of the consumer reporting agency
that supplied the infonnation.
PAR. 5. By and through the practices described in paragraph four
rcspondent has violated thc provisions of Section 6l5(a) of the Fair
Credit Reporting Act , IS U. e. 168Im(a).
PAR. 6. By its aforesaid failure to comply with Section 615(a) of
the Fair Credit Reporting Act and pursuant to Section 621 (a) thereof
respondent has engaged in unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or

affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a)(l) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint whieh the Dal1as Regional Offce
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violations of Section 615(a) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act and
Section 5(a) of the Fcderal Trade Commission Aet; and
The respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of al1 the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an

" "
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admission by respondent that the Jaw has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having detennined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further confonnity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:
I. Respondent Bruno , Inc. , is a corporation organized , existing
and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Alabama , with its office and principal place of business locatcd at
800 Lakeshore Parkway, Binningham , Alabama.

2. The acts and practices of the respondent alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction ofthc subject
matter ofthis proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

consumer
For the purpose of this order , the tenns " consumer
report " and" consumer reporting agency " shall be defined as
provided in Sections 603(c), 603(d), and 603(f), respectively, of the
Fair Credit Reporting Act , 15 U.

e. 168Ia(c), 1681a(d), and

1681 a(f).

It is ordered That respondent Bruno , Inc. , a corporation , its
successors and assigns ,

and its offcers , agents , representatives , and
employees , dircctly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other dcvice , in connection with any application for employment
do forthwith cease and desist from failing, whenever employment is
dcnied either wholly or partly because of infonnation contained in a
consumer report from a consumer reporting agency, to disclose to the
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adverse action is
communicated to the applicant (a) that the adverse action was based
wholly or parly on infonnation eontaincd in such a report and (b) the
name and address of the consumer reporting agency making the
report. Respondent shall not be held liable for a violation of Section
applicant for cmployment at the time such

6l5(a) of the Fair Credit

Reporting Act if it shows by a

preponderance of the evidence that at the time ofthe alleged violation
it maintained reasonable procedures to assure compliance with

Section 615(a) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act.
II.

It is further ordered

That respondent ,

and its successors and

assigns , shall for at least five (5) ycars ITom the datc of issuance of
this order , maintain and upon request makc available to the Federal

inspection and copying, documents
demonstrating compliancc with the requiremcnts of Part I of this

Trade Commission for

order , such documents to include ,

but not be limited

to , all

employment evaluation criteria relating to consumer reports
instructions given to employees regarding compliance with the
provisions of this order , all written notices or a written or

electronically stored notation of the description of thc fonn of notice
and date such notice was provided to applicants pursuant to any

provisions of this order , and the complete application files for
applicants for whom consumer reports were obtained for whom offers
of employment are not madc or have been withheld , withdrawn , or
rescinded based , in whole or in part , on infonnation contained in a
consumer report,

It

is

further ordered That respondent shall deliver a copy of this

order at least once per year for a period of five (5) years from the date
of issuancc of this order , to all persons responsible for the

respondent' s compliance with Section 615(a) of the Fair Credit
Reporting Act.

That respondent shall notify the Federal
Tradc Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed
It

is

further ordered
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change in the corporatc structure of respondent such as dissolution
assignment , or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
operation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or divisions , or
any other change in thc corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days

of service of this order , file with the Federal Trade Commission a
report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
it has complied with this order.
VI.
It

is

further ordered

That this order will tenninate on July 29

2017 , or twcnty (20) years from the most recent date that the United

States or the Fcderal Trade Commission files a complaint (with or
without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court alleging
any violation of the order , whichever comes later; provided , however
that thc filing of such a complaint will not affect the duration of:

A Any paragraph in this order that tcnninates in less than twenty
(20) years;

B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and

e. This order if such complaint is

filed after the order has

tcrminated pursuant to this paragraph.
Provided further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court

rules that the respondent did not violatc any provision of the order
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal
then thc order will tenninate according to this paragraph as though
the complaint was never filed , except that the order will not tcnninate
between the date such complaint is filed and the latcr of the deadline
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or

ruling is upheld on appeal.
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IN THE MATTER OF

CADENCE DESIGN SYSTEMS , INe.
CONSEC\T ORDER , ETe. , I"i REGARD TO ALLEGED VTOLA nON OF
SEe. 7 OF THE CLA YTO,, ACT AND SEe. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 376J.

Complaint,

Aug.

1997-- Decisiol1 ,

Aug.

, 1997

This consent order requires , among other things , the California corporation to
allow developers of commercial integrated circuit routing tools to participate
in the Cadence " Connection Program " and any other Cadence independent
software interface programs that enable independent software developers to
develop and sell interfaces to Cadence layout tools and environments. The
consent order requires Cadence to offer participation to independent software
developers on tenTS no less favorable than those applicable to any other
participant in the program , which currently has approximately 100 partners.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondent:

Robert N Cook

and

Joseph Krauss.

Christopher G.B. Wright ,

Cooley Godward

LLP Palo Aho , CA.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the F edcral Trade Commission Act
and the Clayton Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said
Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Cadence Design Systems ,

Inc. proposcs to merge with Cooper &

Chyan Technology, Inc. in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended , 15 U. e. 45 , and in violation of
Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 USe. 18 , and it

appearing to the Commission that a proceeding in respect thereof
would be in the public interest , hcrcby issues its complaint stating its
chargcs as follows:
I. TIlE RESPONDE'IT

1. Respondent Cadence Design Systems , Inc. (" Cadence ) is a
corporation organized , cxisting, and doing business undcr and by
virtue of the laws of the Statc of Delaware ,

with its offce and

principal place of business located at 2655 Seely Road , San Jose
California. Cadence has annual worldwide sales of approximately
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$741 million , nearly all of which is attributable to electronic design
automation products and services , and more than $70 million of
which is

attributable to sales of

integrated circuit layout

environments.
2, At all times relevant hercin , the respondent has been , and is
now , a corporation as " corporation " is defined in Section 4 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , IS U. e. 44; and at all times
relevant herein , the respondent has been , and is now , engaged in
commerce as " commerce " is defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , IS U. e. 44 , and Section 1 of the Clayton Act , IS
e. 12.

II. THE PROPOSED MERGER

3. Cooper and Chyan Technology, Inc. (" CCT" ) is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under the laws of Delaware.
CCT has anual worldwide sales of approximately 537. 6 million , of
which approximately $13 million is attributable to integrated circuit
routing tools and related services ,

with the balance attributable to
printed circuit board routing tools and related services.
4. Pursuant to an Agreement and Plan of Merger and
Reorganization dated October 28 , 1996 ,

Cadence plans to acquire

control of CCT by exchanging Cadence voting securities for the
outstanding voting securities of CCT in a transaction valued at more

than $400 million (the " Proposed :verger
II THE RELEVANT YlARKETS

5. Research , developmcnt , and sale of constraint- driven
shape- based integratcd circuit routing tools constitute one relevant
line of commerce within which to analyze the competitive effects of
the Proposed Merger. A constraint- driven , shape- based integrated
circuit routing tool is softarc used to automate the detennination of
the connections between the electronic components within an
integrated circuit. An integrated circuit is a complex electronic circuit
that consists of as many as five million or morc miniature electronic
components -- such as transistors , resistors , capacitors , and diodes -on a piece of semiconductor material smaller than a postage stamp.
6. There are no acceptable substitutes for constraint- driven , shape
based integrated circuit routing tools. Routing tools based on other
technology cannot accommodate unique problems that arise at deep
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submicron scales of integrated circuit design (Jess than , 35 micron).
Furthennore , at deep submicron scales of design , it is not
commercially feasible to route integrated circuit designs without
automation. Given the sheer complexity and density of deep
submicron integrated circuit designs , as well as the intense
time- to-market pressures faced by semiconductor companies in
today s fast- paced electronics industry, hand routing is not
alternative for the timely and accurate design of integrated circuits.
7. Integrated circuit layout environments also constitute a relevant
line of commerce in which to analyze the competitive effects of the
Proposed Merger. Integrated circuit layout enviroruents are softare

infrastructures within which integrated circuit designers access
integrated circuit layout tools
including constraint- driven
shape- based routing tools. Integrated circuit layout tools and
integrated circuit layout environments are used during the physical
design stage of the integrated circuit design process. The physical
design stage is distinct fTom , and occurs after , the logical design stage
of the intcgrated circuit design process.
8. Thc relevant geographic market within which to analyze the
Proposed Merger is worldwide.
IV. CONCENTRATION

9. CCT is currently the only finn with a commercially viablc
constraint- driven , shapc- based integrated circuit routing tool. At least
one other firm with constraint- driven , shapc- based routing technology
is in the process of developing a constraint- driven , shape- based
integrated circuit routing tool.
10. Cadence is thc dominant supplier of integrated circuit layout
enviroruents. Cadence s leading competitor in the supply of

integrated circuit layout environments is the Avant' Corporation.
Avant! and scveral of its top executives have becn charged criminally
with conspiracy and thcft of trade secrets from Cadence.
V. ENTRY CONDITONS

11. There are substantial barrers to entry in the market for
constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routing tools.
Constraint- driven , shapc- based integrated circuit routing tools are
technologically complex and diffcult to develop.
De novo
entry takes

approximately two to three and a half years for a company that
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already possesses certain undcrlying core technology that can be used
to develop a constraint- driven , shapc- based integratcd circuit router
(such as shapc- based routing technology for printed circuit boards).

Entry is likely to takc even longer for a company that does not
possess such technology.

12. In order to achieve the necessary compatibility between the
intcgrated circuit layout tools that they use , integrated circuit
designers select integrated circuit layout tools that have interfaces to
a common integrated circuit layout environment.
13. Sinec Cadence is the dominant supplier of integrated circuit
layout environments , a constraint- driven , shape- based integrated
circuit routing tool that lacks an intcrface into a Cadence intcgrated
circuit layout environment is less likely to be selcctcd by integrated
circuit dcsigners than a constraint- drivcn , shape- based integrated
circuit routing tool that possesses an interfacc into a Cadence
intcgrated circuit layout environmcnt.
14. An integrated circuit layout environment is not likely to be
selected by integrated circuit designers unless a full set of compatible
integrated circuit layout tools is available. A fun set of integrated
circuit layout tools includes at least placement , routing, and analysis
and verification tools , each of which must be able to intcrface into the
integrated circuit layout environment that the integrated circuit
designer has selected.
VI. EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED MERGER 0:\ COMPETITOc\

15. It is in Cadence s intcrest to make available to uscrs of a
Cadence integrated circuit layout environment a complete a set of
integrated circuit layout tools , because to do so makes the Cadence
integrated circuit layout environment more valuable to integrated

Cadence historically has provided access to
Cadcnce integrated circuit layout environmcnts to suppliers of
circuit designers.

complementar integratcd circuit layout tools that Cadcnce docs not
supply.
16. Cadence does not , however , have incentives to provide access

to a Cadence integrated circuit layout environment to suppliers of
integrated circuit layout tools that compete with Cadence products.
Cadence historically has been reluctant to provide access to Cadence

integrated circuit layout environments to suppliers of integrated
circuit layout tools that compete with Cadence products.
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17. Prior to the Proposed Merger , Cadence did not have a
commercially viable constraint- driven , shape- based integratcd circuit
routing tooL As a rcsult of the Proposed Merger , Cadence will own
the only currently available commercially viable constraint- driven
shape- based intcgrated circuit routing tool. For this reason , the
Proposed Merger will make Cadence less likely to pennit potential
suppliers of competing constraint- driven , shape- based integrated
circuit routing tools to obtain access to Cadence integrated circuit
layout environments.
18. Without access to Cadence integrated circuit layout
environments , devclopers are less likely to gain successful entry into
the market for constraint- driven , shape- based intcgrated circuit
routing tools
19. The Proposed Merger wi1 make it more likely that successful
entry into the constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routing
tool market would require simultaneous entry into the market for
integrated circuit layout environments. This need for dual- level entry
will decrease the likelihood of entry into the markct for
constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routing tools.
20. The Proposed Merger may substantially lessen competition or
tend to creatc a monopoly in the market for constraint- driven
shape- based integrated circuit routing tools. The Proposed Merger
may, among other things , lead to higher prices , reduced service , and
less innovation.
VII. VIOLA TTOC\S CHARGED

21. The Proposed Merger of Cadence Dcsign Systems , Inc. and
Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc. , described in paragraph four
violates Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended
15 USe. 45 and Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15
e. 18.

Commissioncr Azcuenaga concurring in part and dissenting in
part , and Commissioner Starek dissenting.
DECISION AND ORDER
The Federal Trade Commission (" Commission ) having initiated

an investigation of the proposed acquisition by Cadence Design
Systems , Inc, (" Cadence ) of Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc.
CCT" ) and having bccn furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft
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of complaint which the Bureau of Competition proposed to present
to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued by the
Commission , would charge respondent with a violation of Section 5
ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 US. e. 45 , and
a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U.S.
18; and

The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jursdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by the respondent that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by
the Commission s Rules; and
The Commission , having thereafter considered the matter and
having detennined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Acts , and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the

executed consent at,'Teement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further confonnity with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Cadence is a corporation organized , existing, and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Delaware , with its office and principal place of business located at
2655 Seely Road , San Jose , California.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter ofthis proceeding and of the respondcnt , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That , as used in this order , the following definitions
shall apply:

Cadence

means

Cadence Design Systems , Inc. , its directors

offcers , employees , agents and representatives , predecessors

g.,
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and assigns; its subsidiaries , divisions , groups and
Dcsign Systems , Inc. , and the

affliates controlJed by Cadence

respcctivc directors , offcers , employees , agents , and represcntatives

successors , and assigns of each.
mcans Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc. , a company
B.
CCT"
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delaware , with its officc and principal place of
busincss located at 160 I South De Anza Boulevard , Cupertino

California.
e.
Respondent means Cadence.
D.
Commission means the Federal Trade Commission.
E.
Acquisition means the acquisition by Cadence of CCT.
means
F.
Independent Software Interface Programs
respondent' s Connections Program n" any successor program thereto
or other licensing program , promotional program or other

arrangement by which rcspondent enables independent software
dcvelopcrs to provide interfaces to respondent' s Integrated Circuit
licenscs to the SKILL Programming
Design Tools (including,
Language , the SKILL Development Environment , the Virtuoso
Layout Editor , and other intelJectual properly and documentation
made available through such programs).
means electronic design
Integrated Circuit Design Tool"
G.
automation software for integrated circuit design.
means an Integrated Circuit
H.
Integrated Circuit Routing Tool"

Design Tool for the automated

routing of connections between

electronic components within an integrated circuit.
I.

Commercial Integrated Circuit Routing Tool"

mcans an

Integrated Circuit Routing Tool marketed for sale or intended by the
dcvelopcr for use other than solely for the developer s intcrnal use.
II.

It is further ordered That:

A. Respondent shalJ pennit developers of Commercial Integrated

Circuit Routing Tools to participate in Independent Software
Interface Programs. Thc terms by which developers of Commercial

Integrated Circuit Routing Tools participate

in respondent'

Indcpcndcnt Software Interface Programs shalJ be no less favorable
than the tenns applicable to any other participants in respondent's

Independent Software Interface Programs.
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B. The purpose of this paragraph II is to enable independent
software developers to develop and sel1 Integrated Circuit Routing
Tools for use in conjunction with respondent' s

Integrated Circuit

Design Tools , in competition with Integrated Circuit Routing Tools

offered by respondent , and to remedy the lesscning of competition

resulting from the proposed

Acquisition as al1eged in the

Commission s complaint.

It is further ordered That , for a period of ten (10) years from the
date this order becomes final , respondent shal1 not , without prior
notification to the Commission , directly or indirectly:

A Acquire any stock , share capital , equity, or other interest in any
concern , corporate or non- corporate , engaged in thc dcvelopment or
sale ofIntegrated Circuit Routing Tools in thc Unitcd States within
the year preceding such acquisition; provided , however , that an
acquisition of such stock , share capital , equity or other interest will

be exempt from the requirements of this paragraph ifit is solely for
the purpose of investment and respondcnt will bold no more than tcn
(l0) percent of the shares of any class of sccurity; or
B. Acquire any assets used or previously used (and still suitable
for use) in the development or sale of Integrated Circuit Routing
Tools in the United States; provided , however , that such an
acquisition wil1 be exempt !Tom the rcquirements ofthis paragraph

the purchase pricc is less than $5 000 000 (five mil1ion dol1ars).

The prior notifications required by this paragraph shal1 be given on
the Notification and Report Fonn set forth in the Appendix to Part
803 of Title 16 of the Code of Federal Regulations as amended
(hereinafter referred to as " the Notification ), and shall be prepared
transmitted and kept confidential in accordance with thc requirements
of that part , except that: no filing fcc wil1 be required for any such
notification; notification shal1 be fied with the Sccretary of the
Commission and a copy

shal1 be delivered to the Bureau of

Competition; notification need not be made to the United States
Deparment ofJustice; and notification is required only of respondent
and not of any other party to the transaction. Respondent shal1

provide the Notification to the Commission at least thirty (30) days
prior to the consummation of any such transaction (hereinafter
referred to as the " initial waiting period" ). If, within the initial waiting
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period , the Commission or its staff makes a written request for
additional infonnation and documentary material , respondent shall
not consummate the transaction until at least twenty (20) days after
complying with such request for

additional infonnation and

documentary materiaL Early tennination of the waiting periods in this
paragraph may, where appropriate , be granted by letter from the

Bureau of Competition. Notwithstanding, prior notification shall not
be required by this paragraph for a transaction for which notification
is required to be made , and has been made , pursuant to Section 7 A of
the Clayton Act , IS U. e. 18a.
IV.
It

is

further ordered That , within sixty (60) days after the date

this order becomes final , respondcnt shall submit to the Commission

a verified written report setting forth in detail a full description of the
manner and fonn in which it intends to comply, is complying, and has
complied with paragraph II of this order.

That , one year from the date this order
becomes final , annually thereafter for the next nine (9) years , and at
other times as the Commission may require , respondent shall file with
It

is

further ordered

the Commission verified written reports setting forth in detail the
manner and fonn in which respondent has complied and is complying
with this order.
VI.
It is further ordered That respondent shall notifY the Commission

at least thirt (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assigruent ,

sale resulting in the

emergence of a successor corporation , or the creation or dissolution
of subsidiaries or any other changc in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.
VII.
It
is
further ordered That , for the purpose of dctcnnining or
securing compliance with this order , upon written request , respondent
shall pennit any duly authorized representative of thc Commission:
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A Access , durng offce hours and in the presence of counsel , to
inspect and copy all books , ledgers , accounts , correspondence

memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or
under the control ofrespondent relating to any mattcrs contained

this order; and
B. Upon five (5) days ' notice to respondent and without restraint
or interference from it , to interview officers , directors , or employees
of respondent.

VII
It

is

further ordered That this order shall tenninate on August 7

2007.

Commissioner Azcuenaga concurring in part and dissenting in
part , and Commissioner Starek dissenting.
INTERJM AGREEMENT

This Interim Agreement is by and between Cadence Design
Systems , Inc. , a corporation organizcd and existing under the laws of
the State of Delaware (" Cadence ), and the Federal Trade
Commission , an independent agency of the United States
Goverrent , established under the Federal Trade Corrission Act of
1914 15 U.S. e. 41 et seq. (the " Commission
PREMTSES

Whereas Cadence has proposed to acquire all of the voting
securities of Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc. (" CCT" ) pursuant to

the Agreement and Plan of Merger and Reorganization by and
between Cadence and CCT , dated October 28 , 1996 (" the proposed

Merger
Whereas the Corrission is now investigating the proposed
Merger to detennine if it would violate any of the statutes the
Corrission enforces;
Whereas if the Commission accepts the Agreement Containing

Consent Order (" Conscnt

Agreement ) in this matter , the

Commission will place it on the public record for a pcriod of at least

sixty (60) days and subsequently may either withdraw such
acceptance or issue and serve its

complaint and decision in

Prior to leaving the CommIssion , former Commissioner Varney reglstcred a vote in the
affrmative for issuing the complaint and the decision & order in this matter
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disposition of the proceeding pursuant to the provisions of Section
34 of the Commission s Rules;
Whereas the Commission is concerned that if an understanding
is not reached during the period prior to the final issuance of the
Consent Agreement by the Commission (after the 60- day public
notice period), there may be interim competitive hann;
Whereas the entering into this Interim Agreement by Cadence
shall in no way be construed as an admission by Cadence that the
proposed Merger constitutes a violation of any statute; and
Whereas

Cadence understands that no act or transaction

contemplated by tbis Interim Agreement shall be deemed immune or
exempt ITom the provisions ofthe antitrust Jaws or the Federal Trade

Commission Act by reason of anything contained in this Interim
Agreement.
Now, therefore Cadences agrees , upon the understanding that the
Commission has not yet detennined whether the proposed Mergcr
wil1 be challenged , and in consideration of the Commission

agreement that , at
public comment

the time it accepts the Consent Agreement for
it wil1

grant early

tennination of the

Hart- Scott- Rodino waiting period , as fol1ows:
1. Cadcnce agrees to execute the Consent Agreement and be

bound by the terms of the order contained in the Consent Agreement
as if it were final , from the date Cadence signs the Consent

Agreement.
2. Cadence agrees that , from the date Cadence signs the Consent
Agreement until the first of the dates listed in subparagraphs 2. a and
, it will comply with the provisions of this Interim Agreement:

a. Ten (l0) business days after the Commission withdraws its
acceptance of the Consent Agreement pursuant to the provisions of
Section 2.34 of the Commission s Rules; or
b. The date the order is final.

3. Cadence waives al1 rights to contest the validity of this Interim
Agreement.
4. For the purpose of detennining or sccuring compliance with
this Interim Agreement , subject to any legally recognized privilege
and upon written request , and on reasonable notice , Cadence shal1

pennit any duly authorized representative or representatives of the
Commission:

- ,.

- . ,,
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a. Access , during the offce hours of Cadence and in the presence
of counsel

, to inspect and copy all

books , ledgers , accounts

correspondence , memoranda , and other records and documents in the

possession or under the control of Cadence relating to compliance
with this Interim Agreement; and
b. l!pon five (5) days ' notice to Cadence and without restraint or
interference from thcm , to interview offcers , directors , or employees

of Cadence who may have counsel present ,

regarding any such

matters.

5. This Interim Agreement shall not be binding until acccpted by
the Commission.
STATEMENT OF CHAIlUvlAC\ ROBERT PITOFSKY AND
COMMTSSIOKER JANET D. STEIGER'

Thc consent agreement negotiated in this matter ,

which the

Commission has issued today, eases competitive concerns raised by
Cadence Design Systcms , Inc. s ("Cadence ) acquisition of Cooper
& Chyan Technology, Inc. (" CCT"
The Commission s complaint

alleges that Cadcnce is the

dominant supplier of complete software " layout environments " for
the physical dcsign of integrated circuits , or " chips " the
postage-stamp sized electronic components used in devices as diverse
as personal computers and kitchen applianccs. CCT sells a software
tool , called a " router " that works within a layout environment and
allows users to plot the connections

among the mi1ions of

components within an integrated circuit. The complaint alleges that
CCT is the only finn to have developed a " constraint- drivcn
shape- based" router , state-of- the-art technology that is expected to
solve the next generation of problems that will face integrated circuit
producers designing ever morc powerful chips.
The Commission s complaint aJleges a well- established vertical
theory of competitive hann , laid out in the 1984 Merger Guidelines.
CommlSSloner Varney partlclpatcd In thIs matter and Jomed ChaIrman P1Iofsky and
Commissioner Steiger in an earlier version of this statement , which was issued when the matter was
accepted by the Commission fOf pubiic comment. Commissioner Varney, however ,

left t

Commission before this statement was finaiized.
See
S. Department of Justice Merger Guidelines, 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) '113, 1 U3 (June
, 1984) (hereina!ter " 1984 Merger Guidelines ) When the agencies isst.cd the 1992 Horizonta:

\1ergcr Guidelines, U. S.

Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission Horizontal Merger
Guidelines , 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH)
104 (April 7 , 19(2), they explained that " lsJpeeific
guidance on non- horizontal mergers is provided in.. (theJ 1984 Merger Guidelines, " U, S, Depanment
of Justice and Federal Trade Commission Statement Accompanying Release of Revised \1crge,
Guidelines , 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) -: 13 104 (April 2 , 1(92). See generally I!erbert Hovenkamp,
Federal Antitrust Policy Sections 9.4 , 9. 5 (1994) (suggesting tbat vertical mergers may create baITiers
to entry when one of the parties is a monopolist or near-monopolist)
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The Guidelines explain that a vertical merger can produce horizontal
anticompetitive effects by making competitive entry less likely if (1)
as a result of the merger, there is a nced for simultaneous entry into
two or more markets and (2) such simultaneous entry would make
entry into the single market less likely to occur. Whle the dissenting
Commissioners may takc issue in this case with tbe " dual- level entry
theory of vertical mergers that the 1984 Guidelines articulate , the
available evidence suggests that the Cadence/CCT merger , which
combines Cadence s dominant position in intcgrated circuit layout

environments with CCT's current monopolistic position in
constraint- driven , shape-based integrated circuit routers , presents a
straightforward case of anti competitive effects caused by vertical
integration. We believc that this tye of competitive harm merits our
attention
When considering the effects ofmcrgers in dynamic , innovative
high- tech markets , such as those present here , it is particularly
important to investigate whether such mergers will create barriers to

entry. New entrants often bring innovation to the market , and the
threat of entry leads incumbents to innovate. Therefore , we must be
vigilant to preserve opportunities for entry.
As the attached Analysis to Aid Public Comment explains , unless
a would- be supplier of routing tools had the ability to develop an
interface to the Cadencc integrated circuit layout environmcnt , it
would not bc able to market its routing product effectively to the vast

majority of potential customers which use the Cadence layout
environment. ' Without an expectation that it could design software
compatible with Cadence s installed base , a would- be entrant might
well decide not to compete.

After the Cadence/CCT merger , Cadence would have had an
incentive to impede attempts by companies developing routing
See 19!4 Merger Guidelines Section 4
4 Contrary to Commissioner StaJ"
ek' s assertions that enforcement action here , in the context of
a merger , 1cads logically to enforcement action against internal vertical expansion see Dissenting
Statement of Commissioner Roscoe )3. Starck , II at n. S & accompanying text , such unilateral action
has been known to present a completely different set of questions under the antitrst laws for more than
one hundred years
Not only 1S Cadence the dommant layout environment , hut its competitors aTC in a state of
disarray. For example , Cadence s most significant competitor , Avant Corporation , and several of its
top executives have recently been charged \vith theft of trade secrets from Cadence
CCT decided that it was so importnt to gain access to Cadence s layout environment that when
Cadence refused to allow the IC Craftsman product (CCT's constraint- driven , shape- based router
technoiogy) to interface with the Cadence layout program through the " Connections " Program , CCT
induced a third party that was a Connections partner to \'te an interface to the Connections Program
for lC Craftsman without Cadence s knowledge. Cadence thereafter sought to impede CCl's attempts
to gain access to the Cadence integrated circuit layout environment by suing CCT
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technology competitive with CCT's constraint- driven , shape- based
router technology, IC Craftsman , to gain access to the Cadence

integrated circuit layout environment. Following

the merger

successflll entry into the routing tool market is more likely to require
simultaneous entry into the market for integrated circuit layout

environments. Without a consent order that mandates access to
Cadence s layout environment , and thus lowers the barers to entry
will
face less competitive
in the market , a combined Cadence/CCT
pressure to innovate or to price aggressively. Thus , competition
would likely be reduced as a result of the acquisition.

The remedy in this matter preserves opportunities for new
entrants with integrated circuit routers competitive with IC Craftsman
by allowing them to interface with Cadence s layout environments on
the same tenns as developers of complementary design tools

Specifically, the order requires Cadence to allow independent
commercial router developers to build interfaces between their design
tools and the Cadence layout environment through Cadence
Connections Program. "

The Connections Program is in place now
and has more than one hundred paricipants who. have all entered a
standard fonn contract with Cadence.
The separate statements by Commissioners Azcuenaga and Starek
question this enforcement action. We respectfully disagree.
First , Commissioner Azcuenaga argues that the Commission

should have brought an action based upon a borizontal theory of
competitive hann. We certainly agree that horizontal competitive
concerns deserve our close attention and recognize that horizontal
remedies often cure vertical problems. If we had credible support for
the theory that the merger would combine actual or potential
horizontal competitors and would substantially lessen competition in
an integrated circuit routing market or an innovation market for
integrated circuit routers , we would not hesitate to advance that case.
But after a thorough investigation by Commission staff, we did not
find suffcient evidence to conclude that , absent the acquisition

Cadence would have been able to enter the market for
constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routers successfully

in the foreseeable future. On the contrary, the staff investigation
indicated that Cadence s efforts to develop such technology had

7 At the same time

, the order preserves any efficiencies of vertical

merger , which may benefit customers.

integration resulting from the
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failed , and therefore there is not suffcient evidence to establish that

entry would have occurred but for the acquisition
The dissenting statements fail to give f1Jll weight to all the incentives at work in thc vertical case. It is true that Cadcnce would be
motivated by the entry of new , promising routing technology to allow
an interface to its layout environment to sell more of its complementary products. And abscnt the merger , that would be its only
incentive. But with the merger , Cadence clearly also has an incentive
to prevent loss of sales in its competing products. And while these
two incentives may compete as a theoretical matter , the evidence in
this case indicated that Cadence has acted historically according to
the latter incentive. There is some reason to believe that Cadence in
the past has thwarted attempts by finns offering potentially competitive technology to develop interfaces to its layout environment
(including at one point , CCT). Now that it has a satisfactory router to
offer its customers , there is no reason to think that absent the consent
order , Cadence would treat developers of routers that would compete
with IC Craftsman any differently than it once treated CCT.
Commissioner Azcuenaga also suggests that the consent order is
unnecessar because a company developing a router to compete with

IC Craftsman could proceed , as CCT did , without an interface to
Cadence s design layout environment. The evidence showed
however, that CCT's management thought that ensuring compatibility
with Cadence s layout environment was critical and that marketing
without that compatibility, which it had done , was not suffcient. ' It
took the extreme measure of inducing a third party to write softare

for CCT to interface IC Craftsman

with the Cadence

layout

environment without Cadence s knowledge. Moreover , despite CCT's
success in developing a routing program , its sales of IC Craftsman
werc quitc modcst before it obtained an authorized interface with the
Cadcncc cnvironment.
8 We agree with Commissioner Azcuenaga tl1at claims that a technology has failed made after

parties agree to a transaction must be discounted because the incentive to justify the transaction are
strong. Rather than rely on such evidence in reaching our conclusion that the technology had failed
we rely upon confidential information from potential customers that tested Cadence s products under
development
9 Interfacing with another firm

s design layout environment is also not a feasible alternative
because of Cadence s dominant position in the market. Without hope of marketing to the vast majority
of customers , dcvc10pcrs of an alternative router nave minimal incentives to compete. In addition , the
competitive significance of Cadence s few competitors is questionable.
10 CCT obtained pemission to interface with the Cadence layout environment in the

fa11 of 1996

and CCT's sa\cs of IC Craftsman for a1\ of 1996 were only $13 million. " Me too " products or products

offering incremental innovation rather than the revolutionary breakthrough of IC Craftsman would
have an even more difficult time entering
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Commissioner Azcuenaga is further concerned that mandating
access to the Connections Program for developers of routing softare
on tenns as favorable as for other Connections participants might
have unintended consequences. In paricular , sbc is concerned that the
order may prompt Cadence to charge higher prices to all Connections
partners. But the Connections Program is an existing program with
over one hundred members , and Cadence would have significant

logistical diffculties , and would risk injuring its reputation , if it
suddenly altered the tenns of the program. Also , Cadence has good

reasons for having so many Connections partners-- they offer Cadence
customers valuable tools , most of which do not compete with

Cadence products. It seems unlikely that Cadence would

be

motivated to make the Connections Program less appealing to thosc
partners.

Both Commissioners Azcuenaga and Starck suggest that the
remedy may be diffcult to enforce. Any time this Commission enters
an ordcr , it takes upon itself the burden of enforcing the order , which
requires use of our scarce resources. However , we think the ordcr
which simply requires Cadence to allow competitors and potcntial
competitors developing routing technology to participate in

independent softare interface programs on terms no less favorable
than the tenns applicable to any other participants in such programs
is a workable approach.

I 1 Connections partners all

standard- fonn contract and there has

sign the same

bcen a consistent pattern of

conduct with respect to thc program to use as a baseline for future
comparisons. :\oreover ,

the Commission has had experience with

such non- discrimination provisions , and can rely on respondent'

compliance reports required under the order as wcll as complaints
!Tom independent software developers to cnsure compliance with the

consent order. We think the dissenting Commissioners ' scenarios
about intractable compliance issucs are unfounded.
In sum ,

we believe

that the consent order will preserve

competition in the market for

cutting-edge router technology by

reducing barrers to entry.

11 Tne language oflne consent order is clear in requiring that tcmlS faT TOuting companies be no

less favorable than for any other paT1icipant in the Connections Program. Tht.s , we do not undcrstand
Commissioner Starck' s conclusion that the order could be interpreted to require routing companies to
pay a " fee no higher than the highest fee " And as his 0\\'11 dissent acknowledges , if the order could be

interpreted to allow Cadence to tenninate router developers from the Connections Program after thirty
days , the order would he meaningless
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A TTACHMENT TO STATEMENT OF CHAIRMA:- PITOFSKY AND
COMMISSIOl'ER STEIGER

ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED CONSENT ORDER TO AID PUBLIC COMMENT

The Federal Trade Commission (" Commission ) has accepted

subject to final approval , an Agreement Containing Consent Order
Agreement" ) from Cadence Design Systems , Inc. ("proposed
respondent" ). The proposed order is designed to remedy
anti competitive effects stemming from Cadence s proposed
acquisition of Cooper & Chyan Technology (" CCT" ). On Octobcr 28
1996 , Cadence and CCT entered into an Agreement and Plan of

Merger and Reorganization whereby Cadence will acquire 100
percent ofthe issued and outstanding shares of CCT voting securities
in exchange for shares of Cadence voting securities valued at more
than $400 million (the " Proposed Merger
The Commission has reason to believe that the Proposed Merger
may substantially lessen competition in violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U. e. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended , 15 C. e. 45 , unless an
effective remedy eliminates likely anticompctitive effects. The
Agreement Containing Consent Order would , if finally accepted by
the Commission , settle charges that Cadence s acquisition of CCT
may substantially lessen competition or tcnd to create a monopoly in
the research , development , and sale of constraint- driven , shape- based
integrated circuit routing tools.
The proposed order has been placed on the public record for sixty
(60) days. The Commission invites the submission of comments by
interested persons , and comments received during this period will

become part of the public record.

After sixty (60) days , the

Commission wiI again review the Agreement ,

as well as any

comments received , and will decide whether it should withdraw from
the Agreement or make final the Agreement' s proposed order.

Thel posec1 Complaint
According to the Commission s proposed complaint , Cadcncc is
a company that sells various electronic design automation products
and services , including integrated circuit layout environmcnts. An
intcgrated circuit (more commonly known as a microchip) is a
complex electronic circuit that consists of as many as five million or
more miniature electronic components on a piece of semiconductor

material srnaller than a postage stamp. Integrated circuit design
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consists of two distinct phases , logical design and physical design.
Integrated circuit layout environments , which are used during the
physical design phase , are software infrastructures within which
integrated circuit designers access integrated circuit layout tools.
Approximately $70 million of Cadence s annual worldwide sales of
approximately $741 million are attributable to sales of integrated
circuit layout environments.
The proposed complaint further alleges that CCT is a company
that sells integratcd circuit routing tools and related services , which
account for approximately $13 million ofCCT's annual worldwide
sales of approximately 537. 6 million. An integrated circuit routing
tool , which is a typc of integrated circuit layout tool , is software used
to automate the detennination of the connections between electronic
components within an integrated circuit.
According to the Commission s proposed complaint , a relevant
line of commerce within which to analyze the competitive effects of
the Proposed Merger is thc market for the research , development , and
sale of constraint- driven , shape- bascd integrated circuit routing tools,
As integrated circuit designs have become smaller , denser , and faster
the routing of the interconnections between components has become
an increasingly important phase of the integrated circuit design

process. Routing issues are critical at deep submicron scales of
integratcd circuit design , which are scales of design smaller than .
micron (a micron is a millionth of an inch). The current
state- of- the-art design scale is . 35 micron , but in the future , integrated

circuit designs will shrink to . 25 micron and then . 18 micron design
scales. At deep submicron scales of integrated circuit design , routing
is complicated by " cross talk" and other types of electrical
interference , timing concerns , design density, and other problems. A
constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routing tool is the
only kind of routing tool that can correctly accommodate these
unique deep submicron integrated circuit routing issues.
The proposed complaint further alleges that there are no
acceptable substitutes for constraint- driven , shape- based integrated
circuit routing tools. Routing tools based on other technology cannot
accommodate the unique deep submicron integrated circuit routing
issues described above and thus cannot route deep submicron

integrated circuit designs accurately. Routing inaccuracies create
serious perforn1ance problems , and correcting these problems causes
significant design delays.
or is it commercially feasible for
integrated circuit design engineers to route integrated circuit designs
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without automation (i. , by "pointing and clicking " between each
individual component and each other component to which it must be
connected , then going back and correcting any interference or other

problems that arise as the routing progresses). , Given the sheer
complexity and density of deep submicron integrated circuit designs
as well as the intense time- to-market pressures faced by
semiconductor companies in today s fast- paced electronics industry,
hand routing is not an alternative for the timely and accurate design
of integrated circuits.

The proposed complaint further alleges that CCT is currently the
only finn with a commercially viable constraint- driven , shape- based
integrated circuit routing tool , although at least one other finn is in
the process of developing a constraint- driven , shape- based integrated
circuit routing tool that would compete with CCT's product. The
complaint further alleges that Cadence is the dominant supplier of
integrated circuit layout environments. The competitive significance
of Avant' Corporation , Cadence s leading competitor in the supply of
integrated circuit layout environments , is limited by the fact that
Avant! has been charged criminally with conspiracy and theft of trade
secrets from Cadcnce. Several top A van(l executives have been
charged criminally as well.
The Commission s proposed complaint further alleges that there
are high bamers to cntry in tbe market for constraint- driven
shape- based integrated circuit routing tools , which are
technologically complex and difficult to develop.

De novo

entr takes

approximately two to three and a half years for a company that
already possesses certain underlying core technology that can be used
to develop a constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit router

(for example , shape-based routing tcchnology for printed circuit
boards). Entry is likely to take even longer for a company that does
not already possess such technology.

According to the Commission s proposed complaint , integrated
circuit designers achieve the necessar compatibility betwcen
integrated circuit layout tools by selecting tools that have interfaces
to a common integrated circuit layout environment. As a result , a
constraint- driven , shape- based routing tool that lacks an interface into
a Cadence integrated circuit layout environment is less likely to be
selected by integratcd circuit designers than a constraint- driven
shape- based routing tool that possesses such an interface. Similarly,
an integrated circuit layout environment is not likely to be selected by
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integrated circuit designers unless a fll11 set of compatible integrated
circuit design tools is available.

The proposed complaint further alleges that it is in Cadence
interest to make available to users of Cadence integrated circuit
layout environments a complete a set of integrated circuit design
tools , because to do so makes a Cadence integrated circuit layout
environment more valuable to customers. Historically, Cadence has

provided access to its integrated circuit layout environmcnts to
suppliers of complementary integrated circuit layout tools that
Cadence does not supply. Cadcnce does not , however , have
inccntives to provide access to its integrated circuit layout

environments to supplicrs of integrated circuit layout tools that
compete with Cadence products. Cadence historically has been
reluctant to provide access to its integrated circuit layout

environments to suppliers of competing integrated circuit layout
tools.
According to the Commission s proposed complaint , prior to the
Proposed Merger , Cadence did not have a commercially viable
constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routing tool. As a
result of the Proposed Merger , Cadence will own the only currently
available commercially viable constraint- driven , shape- based
integrated circuit routcr. Thus , as a result of the Proposed Mergcr

Cadence will become less likely to pennit potential suppliers of
competing constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routing
tools to obtain access to Cadence integratcd circuit layout

environmcnts.
The Commission s proposed complaint alleges that , absent access
to Cadence integrated circuit layout environments , developers will be
less likely to gain successful entry into the market for
constraint- driven , shape- based routing tools. The proposed complaint
fllrther alleges that the Proposed :verger will make it more likely that
successful entry into the constraint- driven , shape- based integrated
circuit routing tool market would require simultaneous entry into the

market for integrated circuit layout cnvironments. This need for
dual- level entry will further decrease the likelihood of entry into thc
market for constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routing
tools.
The Commission s proposed complaint alleges that the Proposed

Merger may substantially lessen competition or tend to create a
monopoly in the market for constraint- driven , shape- based routing
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tools , which , among other things , may lead to higher prices , reduced
services , and less innovation.
The Proposed Order

The proposed order would remedy the alleged violations by
eliminating a significant impcdiment to entry in the market for
integrated circuit routing tools. The proposed order would require that
Cadence pennit developers of commercial integrated circuit routing
tools to participate in the Cadence Connections Program m , any

successor program thereto , or other licensing programs , promotional
programs or other arangements (collectively, " Independent Softare

Interface Programs ) which enable independent softare developers
to develop and sell intcrfaces to Cadence integrated circuit layout
tools and Cadence integrated circuit layout environments.

The proposed order would require

that Cadence allow

independent developers of commercial integrated circuit routing tools
to participate in Cadence s Independent Software Interface Programs

on terms no Jess

favorable than the tenns applicable to other

participants. Cadcnce currently has over 100 partncrs in its
Independent Software Interface Programs.
The purpose of these requirements is to ensure that Cadence
acquisition ofCCT's constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit
routing tool does not create incentives for Cadcncc to prevent
competing suppliers of constraint- driven ,

shape- based

circuit routing tools from participating in Cadence s

integrated

Independent

Software Interface Programs; to prevent a nced for dual- level entry

in the markets for constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit
routing tools and integrated circuit layout environments; to ensure
that independent software developers will continue to invest the
resourccs necessary to develop and sell constraint- driven
shape- based integrated circuit routing tools that would compete with
CCT's constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routing tool;
and to remedy the lessening of competition as alleged in the

Commission s complaint.
In addition ,

the proposed order would prohibit Cadence from

acquiring ccrtain intcrests in any other concern which , within the year
preceding such acquisition , engaged in thc development or sale of
integrated circuit routing tools in the United States , and also would
prohibit Cadence fTOm acquiring any assets used or previously used

(and still suitable for use) in the development or sale of integrated
circuit routing tools in the United Statcs , without prior notice to the
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Commission , for a period of ten (10) years. Absent this prior notice
requirement , Cadence might be able to undennine the purposes ofthe
proposed order by acquiring a developer of integrated circuit routing
tools without the Commission s knowledge , where such acquisition
would not be subject to the reporting requirements of the

Hart- Scott- Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976.
Cadence and the Commission also have entered into an Interim
Agreement whereby Cadence has agreed to be bound by the tenns of
the proposed order, pending and until the Commission s issuance of
the proposed order.

The purpose of this analysis is to facilitate public comment on the
proposed order. This analysis is not intended to constitute an offcial
interpretation of the Agreement or the proposed order or in any way
to modify the tenns of the Agreement or the proposed order.
STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER MARY L. AZCCENAGA
CONCURRD\G IN PART AND DISSENTING IN PART

The acquisition of Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc. (Cooper &
Chyan), by Cadence Design Systems , Inc. (Cadence), combines thc
only finn currently marketing a constraint- driven , shape- based
integrated circuit routing tool with a firm that was , at least until the
acquisition , on the verge of entry into this market. I find reason to

believe that the proposed merger would violate Section 7 of the
Clayton Act under a horizontal , potential competition theory. On this
ground , I support the prior notice provision of paragraph II of the
order , which provides a small measure of horizontal relief 1 I dissent

from the allegations in the complaint and the order provisions that
address the vertical aspects of the case.
To establish a Section 7 violation based on the actual potential
competition theory, the government must show: (1) that the potential
entrant " has available feasible means for entering " the relevant
market; and (2) that " those means offer a substantial likelihood of
ultimately producing deconcentTation " ofthe relevant market.
United
States v. Marine Bancorporation 418 U.S. 602 , 633 (1974). In
addressing the first element , courts have looked to whether a finn has

1 The prior notice provision gives tne Commission the opportunity to review a future horizontal

acquisition by Cadence of anothcr supplier of integrated circuit routing tools. Although this is a
horizontal remedy, the complamt contmns no corrsponding allegatlOns of liability under a horizontal
theory. The remainder oflhe order addresses the vertical concerns of the majority and does relate to
al1egations in the complaint

..
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interest and economic incentive to cnter. 2 The
Commission has adopted the view that " clear proof (is requiredJ that

the capacity,

independent entry would have occurred but for the merger or

acquisition " and has emphasized the importance of concrete
investment plans approved by top management and studies done
before or contemporaneously with the acquisition demonstrating
plans to enter.

BAT. Industries

104 FTC 852 , 919-

, 926-

(1984).
It is a close question whether Cadence was a potential entrant or
already an entrant in the relevant market Regardless of the outcome
of that question ,

my review of the confidential file indicates that

Cadence s interest and economic incentive to enter the market were
clear , even under the strictest legal standard of actual potential

competition. In detennining whether Cadence had the capacity to
status
enter the relevant market , the Commission should assess the
quo
before Cadence agreed to acquire Cooper & Chyan. Claims that

the technology had failed made after the parties agreed to the
transaction should be discounted because the incentives to justify the
transaction are strong. To support a conclusion that " Cadence s efforts
to develop such technology had failed'" before the Cooper and Chyan
transaction , one would expect to have pre- transaction evidence , such
as an indication that Cadence had stopped spending money on the
project , some efforts by Cadence to dispel any notion that customers

may have entertained that they should refrain from buying other
products pending the arrval of the Cadence product , or an indication
that Cadence s management had included the failure ofthe product in
their business plans. I have not seen such evidence

Mercantile Texas Corp. v .

Board afGovernors

638 F.2d 1255 , 1268- 69 (5th CiT. 1981);

Brunswick Corp. 94 FTC 1174 , 1269- 72 (1979), affd and modified sub. no. Yamaha Motor Co. v.
FTC.
657 F.2d 971 (8th Cir. 1981),
cert. denied 456 U.S. 915 (1982)
A firm that can begm to supply a product wlth\Tl one year may be considered a market

participant. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission , Horizontal \1erger Guidelines
Section 1.32 (1992).
See Statement of Chairman Robert Pitofsky and Commissioner Janet D. Steiger at 4
5 In response to my discussion afthis point, Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioncr Steiger assert

that they have relied on " confidential information from potential customers that tested Cadence

" for their conclusion that the technology had failed. Statement of
Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger , note 8. In so stating, they reveal that Cadence had
products under development and that the products were sufficiently advanced for customer testing

products under development

Since

it

is pointless to debate confidential information ,

suffce it to say that I disagree with this

assessment of the project , based on my review of the customer information and on the vicws of
Cadence s technology development partners. Preliminary testing is an ordinary part of the product
development process. Soft\vare developers commonly seek customer reactlOns in beta testing and use
the customer responses to refine their products.

, "
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Cadence satisfied the criterion of capacity to enter. As the
Commission has observed capacity to achieve independent entry
successfully is always somewbat speculative '" but Cadence was a
technological and marketing leader , and it suffcred under no apparent
impediment to entry. Even if Cadence did not have a " commercially
viable " product at the time of tbe acquisition , the actual potential
competition doctrine applies to finns that have not yet perfected a
product and completed all the steps necessary to entry.

The second Marine Bancorporation

element appears to be

satisfied as well. Before the merger , Cooper & Chyan was the only
finn selling a constraint driven , shape- based integrated circuit (" IC"
router , and entry by Cadence likely would have produced a
significant deconcentration of that market.
The vertical theory of violation alleged in the complaint is that the

acquisition of Cooper & Chyan by Cadence will make it more
difficult for another finn to introduce a constraint driven , shape- based

IC router because such an entrant would need its own IC layout
environment to enter the market , and that dual level entry is morc
difficult. Although this is a recognized theory, ' I question whether it
applies in this casc and whether a finn needs to enter both the routing
and the environment markets simultaneously.

Cooper & Chyan was successful in developing and marketing its
routing program before it gained acccss to Cadence s enviromnent. In
a separate statement , Chainnan Pitofsky and Commissioners Varney
and Steiger assert that Cooper & Chyan s " sales were modest before
the merger announcement." I disagree based on Cooper & Chyan
penetration of the market Cadence s willingness to pay more that

$400 million in stock for Cooper & Chyan also suggests a greater

6 BrulJwick Corp.
note 2

supra 94 FTC at 1269

Paragraph 17 of the complamt alleges that before the merger. " Cadence did not have a
commercially viable constraint- driven , shape- based integrated circuit routing tool."
8 C.
S. Department of Justice Merger Guicclincs , Section 4 (June 14 , 1984)
9 The public record demonstrates the success of
IC

Craftsman (the Cooper & Chyan product)

before September 12, 1996, when Cooper & Chyan and Cadence agreed to an interface between their
products. In a June 3 , 1996 press release ,

Cooper & Chyan said that it had sold the tool to 24

customers , inciuding such familiar firms as AMD JR\1, SGS Thomson , Sun \1icrosystems , Fujitsu
http://www. cctech. com/new/press/
Motorola , Northem Telecom and Toshiba, Press Release at
dacqa. htm. This appears to be a substantial percentage of the univcrse of potential customers, Cooper

& Chyan reported record sccond quartcr earnings and revenues on July 23 , 1996, and expressed
pleasurc at " the continued market acceptance of our IC product line, " Press Reicase at
http://vrw, cctech, com/new/prcss/q296. htm. The company reported continued improvement during
the third quarter , which included the Cadence agreement on September 12 , 1996. Press Release at
http://www. ectech. com/new/prcss/q396. htm.
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competitive significance than the majority concedes.

10 Cooper &

Chyan s record indicates that access to a layout environment is not a

precondition to successful entry in the market for constraint drive
shape- based integrated circuit routers. It appears , based on the
available infonnation , that dual level entry theory does not apply in
this market.
In addition , although Cadence initially denied Cooper & Chyan

access to its connections program , it subsequently reversed course
and granted the access. This suggests that Cadence capitulated to
pressure from customers to grant Cooper & Chyan access and that
Cadence has little or no power to deny access to its connections
program if granting access is the only way to enable its customers to
use a product they want to usc. Finally, paragraph II of the order is
premised on the allegation in paragraph 16 of the complaint that
Cadence does not , however , have incentives to provide access to a

Cadence integrated circuit layout environment to. suppliers of
integrated circuit layout tools that compete with Cadence products.
The incentives appear to be at least as likely to go the other way. If
another company develops an innovative , advanced router, one would

assume that Cadcnce would have incentives

to welcome the
innovative product to its suite of connected design tools , thereby

enhancing the suite s utility to customers.

Paragraph II of the order may be counterproductive and may
resu1t in substantial enforcement costs for the Commission. Because
paragraph II bars Cadence (rom charging developers of " Commercial
Integrated Circuit Routing Tools " a higher access fee than developers
of other design tools , one possible , unintended consequence of the
order is that Cadence may reduce or eliminate discounting of access
fees. In addition , enforcement of the provision of the order requiring
Cadence to provide access to the connections program to developers
of " Commercial Integrated Circuit Routing Tools " on terms " no less
favorable than the tenns applicable to any other participants " may
embroil the Commission unnecessarily in complex commercial
disputes.
I concur in paragraph II ofthe order and dissent from paragraph
II of the order.
10 Richard Goering, "

$420m deal shifts balance of power in board/IC CAD-- Cadence acquiring
CCT " EE Times , November 4 , 1996.
The majority siltes that sales of the IC Craftsman were " only $13 milion " in 1996. To put that
amount in perspective , it shoulc be observed that IC Crafisman was first introduced in the second half

of 1995. To put that amount In perspective, 11 should be observed that IC Craftsman was first
introduced in the secone half of 1995 Press Release of July 23 , 1996
http://www cctcch. comlnew/press/q296. htm
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II

I respectfully dissent from the Commission s decision to issue the
complaint and final consent order against Cadence Design Systems
Inc. (" Cadence ), a supplier of softare for the design of integrated
circuits (" ICs ). The complaint alleges that the merger of Cadence
and Cooper & Chyan Technology, Inc. (" CCT" ) -- a producer of

software complementary to Cadence s -- is likely substantially to
lessen competition in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , 15
e. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15
U.S. e. 45. To justifY the complaint and order , the Commission once
again invokes the specter of anticompetitive " foreclosure " as a direct
consequence of the transaction. As I have made clear on previous
occasions , 1 foreclosure theories are generally unconvincing as
rationale for antitrust enforcement. The current case provides scant
basis for revising this conclusion.
The theory of hann presented here is the same as n and thus
shares all of the defects of n that offered in Silicon Graphics , Inc.
SGI" ).' In SGI , the Commission alleged that the merger of a

computer hardware manufacturer (SGI) and two software vendors
(Alias and Wavefront) would result in thc post-acquisition
foreclosure " of other independent software suppliers , leading to
monopoly prices for graphics softare. The Commission claimed that
because the acquisition would give SGI its own in- house software
producers , SGI no longer would allow unaffliated software vendors
access to its hardware platfonn.
In the current incarnation of this theory, Cadence is cast in the

role of SGI and CCT in the role of the software vendors, The
Commission alleges that Cadence no longer will allow independent
suppliers of " routing " software -- the type of softare sold by CCT n
to write programs that can interface with other IC layout programs in
the Cadence suite. To mitigate these supposed anti competitive
incentives , the order requires Cadence to provide indcpendent

vendors of routing software acccss to its " Independent
Interface Programs
See

(e.g,

Software

to its " Connections Program ) on tenns "

Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Roscoe B. Starck , Ill, in Time Warner Inc. , et 31.

Docket No. C- 3709 (consent order , Feb. 3 , 1997); Dissenting Statement ofCommissioncT Roscoe 11.

Starck , !I , in Watcrous Company, Inc. and Hale Products, Inc" Docket Nos. C- 3693 & C- 3694
(consent orders, Nov. 22 , 1996); Dissenting Statement of Commissioncr Roscoe B. Starck , II , in
Silicon Graphics , inc. (Alias Research , Inc. , and Wavefront Technologies, Inc, ), Docket No. C- 3626
Reinventing
(consent order , )JOY. 14 , 1995); Remarks of Commissioner Roscoe B. Starck Ill
Antitrst Enforcement' Antitrst at the FTC in 1995 and Beyond

" remarks bcfoTC a conference on "

New Age of Antitrust Enforcement: Antitrust in 1995" (.'arina del Rey, California , fcb. 24 , ! 995)
Supra

note 1.

..
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less favorable " than the tenns offered to other independent software
vendors
The logic of the complaint is fundamentally flawed. Even if we
n as the complaint in this case does n that Cadence
assume
arguendo
is " dominant" in the supply of software components complementary
to the router: the fact remains that it has no incentive to restrict the
supply of routers. I noted in SGI that " SGI ha(dJ strong incentives to

induce expanded supply of SGI-compatible software: increasing the
supply of compatible software (or of any complementary product)
increases the demand for SGl's workstations.

,,5 The same is true here:

the introduction of a lower- priced or higher- quality routing program
increases the value of Cadencc s " dominant" position in the sale of
software complementary to the router , because it increases the
demand for Cadence design software , thereby allowing Cadence to
increase the price and/or the output of these programs. Despite the

assertions of Chainnan Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger to the
contrary, ' this is true whether or not Cadence has vertically integrated
3 Order
, (" ILA.
4 The anticompetitive theory requires Cadence to have substantia! monopoly powEr: if there were

numerous good alternatives to Cadence s suite , other independent vendors of routing softwarE could
affliate with them and there would be no " foreclosure.
5 Dissenting Statement in SGI
supra
note 1 , at 2. Moreover, as was also true in SG! , the
description of the premerger state of competition set forth in the complaint itself tends to exclude the
possibility of substantial postmerger foreclosure. In SGI , the complaint alleged that software producers
other than Alias and Wavefront were competitively insignificant prior to the merger , and that
premerger entry baJTiers were high. Similarly, the CUITcnt complaint (

11) alleges that there are

substantial premerger barriers to entry into the market for the kind of " router " soHware that CCT
produces. But one cannot find both that the pre merger supply elasticity of substitutable software is
virtual1y zero and that the merger would result in the substantial postmerger forec10sure of independent

software producers. If entr into constraint- driven , shape- based IC router software is effectively
blocked premerger , as thc complaint contends, it cannot also be the case that the merger wou1d cause
a substantial incremental reduction in entry opportunities.
Chairman Pltofsky and CommiSSioner Steiger assert that " Cadence clearly a1so has an incent1ve
to prevent loss of sales in its competing products. " (Statement of Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner
Steiger at 4; emphasis in original.) Similarly, the Analysis of Proposed Consent Order to Aid Public
Comment that accompanied the consent agreement simply asserted (at 5) that " Cadence does not..
have incentivcs to provide access to its integrated circuit layout environments to suppliers of integrated
circuit layout tools that compete with Cadence products. " Bccause neither the Statement of Chairman

6-

Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger nor the Analysis to Aid Public Comment describes how this
conclusion was reached , it is diffcult to identify precisely the source of the eJToneous reasoning
Chiefly, however , it seems to reflect a manifestation of the " sunk cost fallacy, " whereby it is argued
that because Cadence has now sunk a large sum of money into acquiring CCT , this in and of itself
would provide Cadence with an incentive not to deal with independent vendors of complements. This

reasoning, of course , is fallacious: the cost incurred by Cadence in acquiring CCT -- whether a large
or a smal1 sum -- is irrelevant to profit-maximizing behavior once incuJTed , for bygones are forever
bygones. The introduction of a superior new router , even if by an independent vendor , wi11 increase
the joint profits of Cadence and this vendor (irrspective of the amount spent in acquiring CCT), and
both parties wi1 have a profit incentive to facilitate its introduction
Moreover , the Chairman and Commissioner Steiger also impute a sinister motive to Cadence
reluctance to deal with certain competitors , while failing to acknowledge that this reluctance almost
surely represents a legitimatt: and well- founded interest in protecting its intellectual property. As the

,..

g,

,,,.,
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into the sale of routing software , for effcient entry into the

production of routing softare increases the joint profits of the

entrant and Cadence. If the Commission is correct that Cadence is
dominant" in the supply of softare components complementary to
routers , then of course Cadence may be in a position to expropriate n
via royalties paid to Cadence by the entrant for the rigbt to
connect" to Cadence s software n some or a1J of the " effciency
rents " that otherwise would accrue to an efficient entrant. This
however, would constitute hann to a competitor , not to competition
high

and Cadence would have no incentive to set any such rates so

to preclude entry.

The theory of hann and the remedy in this case also share many

of the flaws that I pointed out in Time Warner 7 In that case the
Commission s action was based to a significant degree on the
argument that increased vertical integration into cable programming
on the part of Time Warner and Tele- Communications , Inc. would
increase those finns ' incentives to reduce the supply of independently
produced television programming. Carred to its logical conclusion
this theory of hann constitutes a basis for cha1Jenging

any vertical

integration by large cable operators or large programmers -- even
de novo
entry by a cable operator
vertical integration occurrng via
into the programming market or

de novo

entry by a programmer into

distribution.
Now apply this train of thought to the current matter. Contrary to
the analysis presented above , suppose that somehow Cadence could
profit anti competitively from denying interconnection rights to

independent router vendors. If that were so , then it would not be
suffcient merely to prevent Cadence from acquiring producers of
complementary softare. Rather ,

the Commission would have to take
the further step of preventing Cadence fTOm developing its own
routers; for under the anticompetitive theory advanced in the
complaint , any vertical integration by Cadence into routers , whether
accomplished by acquisition or through internal expansion , would
engender equivalent post- integration incentives to " foreclosure

Analysis to Aid Public Comment noted (at 4): " Avant Corporation , Cadence s 1cading competitol
has been charged criminally with conspiracy
in the supply of integrated circuit layout environments
and theft of trade secrets from Cadence. Several tOp Avant! executives have been charged crimina11y
as well,
See

my Dissenting Statement in Time Warner Inc. , et a1.

supra

note 1.

. -. .
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Of course , as I noted in
Time Warer , there is likely to be little cnthusiasm for such a policy
because there is a general predisposition to regard internal capacity
expansion as procompetitive.
Not only am I unpersuaded that Cadence s acquisition of CCT is
likely to reduce competition in any relevant market , but -- as in SGI
and Timc Warner n I would find thc order unacceptable even were I
convinced as to liability, As in Time Warner , the Commission
imposes a " most favored nations " clause that requires Cadence to
allow all independent router developers to participate in its softare
independent vendors of routing softare.

interface programs on terms that are " no less favorable than the tenns

applicable to any other participants in " those interface programs.
Even apart from the usual problems with " most favored nations
lO this order n as in both SGI and Time
clauses in consent orders
Warer -- will require that the Commission continuously regulate the
prices and other conditions of access.
Indeed , compared to the order in the present case , the order in
Time Warner was a model of clarity and enforceability. What does it
mean to mandate trcatment " no less favorable than " that granted to
others , when Cadence s current Connections Program n with well

over 100 participants -- allows access prices to differ substantially
across participants and imposes substantial restrictions on the breadth

8.

Thus , It IS unclear how the CommissIon should rcspond , under the loglC of its complaint, weTC
Cadence to introduce an internally developed software program (now provided by one or more
independent vendors) that is compkmcntary to its " dominant " suite of programs. Obviously Cadence
would be in a position (similar to that alleged in the Commission s complaint) to block access to the
Cadence design software ifit wanted to. Even if Cadence did not terminate the independent vendors,

consistent application of the economic logic of the present complaint seemingly would require the
Commission to seck a prophylactic " open access " order against Cadence similar to the order sought

here, This enforcement policy would of course have a number of adverse competitive consequences
including deterrence of Cadence from efficiently entering complementary software lines through
internal expansion.
1l1e observation in the Statement of Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger (at note 4) that
antitrust law has treated vertical integration by merger differently from internal vertical integration " for
more than one hundred years " suggests that I do not recognize that the law provides for differential
treatment of mergers and internal expansion. I simply intended to point out the illogic of finding

vcrtical integration with identical economic consequences to be illegal under the Commission
standards of merger review , when that integration wou1d be of no concern (and might even be

applauded) ifit resulted from simple intemal expansion
In

the present case , as 11 Tlme Warner , the Commlss10n has alleged the eXIstence ofsubstantla1

pre-acquisition market power in both vertical1y related matters (routing software and the rest ofthe IC
see complaint
, and cable television programming and distribution in Time
Warner). Under these circumstances , there is a straightforward reason why vertical integration is both
profitable and procompetitive
likely to result in lower prices to consumers): vertical integration
(i,
would yield only one monopoly markup by the integrated finn , rather than separate markups (as in the
preIggration situation) by Cadence and CCT
As I noted 11 TIme Warner , these clauses have the capacity to cause al1 prices to me rather
than to fall. D1ssenting Statement supra note 1 , at 20. The Chairman and Commissioner Steiger
(Statement at 5) seem comfortable with this outcome , provided that al1 vendors pay the same price

layout " suite " here

" --
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and scope of the pennitted connection rigbts?" Does it mean that
router vendors pay a connection fee no higher than the highest fee
paid by an existing participant? Or would they pay a fee no higher
than the current lowest fee? Or does it mean something else? Router

vendors surely will argue for the second interpretation -- a view also
apparently shared by Chainnan Pitofsky and Commission Steiger
yet there is no obvious reason why router vendors should be entitled
to such a Commission- mandated preferential pricing arrangement
and neither my colleagues ' Statement nor the Analysis to Aid Public
Comment has offered one.
Similarly, does the " no less favorable " requirement mandate that
the vendors of routing software obtain access rights as broad as the
broadest rights now granted , or simply no worse than the narrowest

now granted? And since the current Connections contracts are
tenninable at will by either party with 30 days ' notice , does " no less
favorable " mean only that router vendors must bc given the same
termination tenns as other software vendors , or does it mean
something elsc

(e.g,

tennination only for cause , where thc

reasonablencss " of the tennination is subject to
ex post
evaluation by
the Commission)?" The fonner interpretation ' of the order secms the

most straightforward; however , it is also one that essentially would
nullify the protection of independent router vendors and thus would
render the order meaningless.
The preceding suggests strongly that the real (albcit unstated) goal
of the order is not to nullify any actual anti competitive effects from
the transaction , but rather to invalidate the principal aspects of

Cadcnce s " Connections Program (ie. the ability to charge different
connection fees and to tenninate vendors at will) without

demonstrating that the program s provisions violate the law. There is
little reason to believe that this program is hannful to competition

and there are strong effciency reasons for allowing Cadence to set
different fees for different vendors. Moreover , setting a unifonn fee
would result in price increases to at least some vendors.
Because I do not accept the Commission s theory of liability in

11 .

this case , and because I find

thc prescribed remedy at best

unenforceable and at worst competitively harmful , I dissent.
For example ,

CCT had been penmtted to particIpate in the Connections Program with its

printed circuit board router hut not with its IC rouler
12 See
Statement of Chairman Pitofsky and Commissioner Steiger at note 11.
13 Moreover
, does the terminability oflhe Connections contract on 30 days ' notice mean that the
no less favorable " requirement might need to be reviewed every 30 days?
14 The Chaimlan and Commissioner Steiger imply (Statement at note 11) that the exercise of this

right would indeed constitute a violation oflne order

, '\.
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IN THE MA TTER OF

CVS CORPORATION , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETe. , f. REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEe. 7 OF THE CLA YTON ACT AND SEe. 5 OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COYlMTSSION ACT
Docket

3762.

Complaint . Aug. 13 , 1997-- Decision , Aug 13 , 1997

This consent order requires the respondents , among other things , to complete the
divestiture of a total of 120 Revco drug stores or phannacy counters h- 114
stores in Virginia and six phaffacy counters in Binghamton , New York -- in
order to restore competition. In addition , the respondents agreed to maintain
the assets to be divested to preserve their viability and competitiveness

pending the divestiture.

Appearances
George Cwy, Ernest Elmore, Ann Malester

For the Commission:
and

Wiliam Baer.
For the respondents:

CVS.

Jack Staph

in- house counsel for

Zenon Lankowsky,

in- house counsel for Reveo.

Wardwell New York
Hostetler Washington , D.
Polk

Y. and

Ronan Harty, Davis
Louis Sernoff Baker &

COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission (" Commission ), having reason

to believe that CVS Corporation , through a wholly-owned subsidiary,
has agreed to acquire Revco D. , Inc. , all

North Acquisition Corp. ,

corporations subj ect to the jurisdiction of the Commission ,

in

violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U.S. e. 18
and Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act (" FTC Act" ), 15
USe. 45; and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding in

respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its
complaint , stating its charges as fol1ows:
I. DEFIC\ITION

I. For the purposes of this complaint

MSA"

means Metropolitan

Statistical Area as defined by the United States Department of
Commerce , Bureau ofthe Census.
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IT. RESPONDENTS

2. Respondcnt CVS Corporation ("CVS" ) is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delawarc , with its offce and principal placc of
business located at One CVS Drive , Woonsocket , Rhode Island.
3. Respondent Revco D. , Inc. (" Revco ) is a corporation
organized , cxisting, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delaware , with its offcc and principal place of
business located at 1925 Enterprise Parkway, Twinsburg, Ohio.
4. For purposes of this proceeding, respondents are , and at all

times relevant

herein have been , engaged in commerce as

commerce " is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act , as amended
15 U.S. C. 12 , and are corporations whose businesses are in or

affecting commerce as " commerce " is defined in Section 4 of the
FTC Act , as amended , 15 U. e. 44.
II THE ACQL SIT10C\

5. On February

6 , 1997 , CVS , through a whoJly- owned

subsidiary, North Acquisition Corp. , entered into an Agreement and
Plan of Merger to acquire and mcrge with Revco (" the Acquisition
IV. THE RELEV AKT MARKTS

6. For purposes of this complaint , the relevant line of commerce
in which to analyze the effcct of the Acquisition is the retail sale of
phannacy services to third- party payors such as insurance carrers
health maintenance organizations , preferred provider organizations

and corporate employers. Phannacy services refers to the fiJling of
prcscription drugs and related phannacy service benefits. Third- party
payors offer retail phannacy service benefits to their bcncficiaries
typicaJly through intermediaries known as phannacy benefit
management finns or PBMs , who create and administer retail
pharmacy networks on bchalf of third- party payors , so that the
beneficiaries of these third- party payors may go to any pharmacy
participating in the retail phannacy network to have their
prescriptions fiJled.

7. For purposes of this complaint , the relevant sections of the
country in which to analyze the effcct ofthe Acquisition are:

a. The State of Virginia; and
b. The Binghamton , New York MSA.
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8. The relevant markets set forth in paragraphs six and seven are
highly concentrated , whether measured by Herfindahl- Hirschmann
Indices (" HHI" ) or two- finn and four- finn concentration ratios.
9. Entry into the relevant markets is diffcult or unlikely to occur
at a suffcient scale to deter or counteract the effect ofthe Acquisition
describcd in paragraph five.

10. CYS and Revco are actual

competitors in the relevant

markets.
V. EFFECT OF THE ACQUlSITO;-

may be substantially to lessen
competition and to tend to create a monopoly in the relevant markets
in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U.S.
, and Section 5 of the Federal Tradc Commission Act , 15 U.
, in the following ways , among othcrs:
II. Thc effect of the Acquisition

a. By eliminating direct actual competition between CYS and
Rcvco in the relevant markets;
b. By incrcasing thc likelihood that CYS wi1 unilaterally exercise
market power in the relevant markets; and

c. By increasing

the likelihood of collusion in the relevant

markets.

12. All of the above increase the likelihood that finns in the
relevant markets will increase prices and restrict output both in the
ncar future and in the long tenn.
VI. VIOLATIOC\S CHARGED

13. The acquisition agreement described in paragraph five
constitutes a violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act , as amended ,

15

e. 45.

14. The Acquisition described in paragraph five , if consummated
would constitute a violation of Scction 7 of the Clayton Act , as
amended , 15 U. e. 18 , and Section 5 of the FTC Act , as amended
15 U.S. e.

45.

DECISIO'\ AND ORDER

The Fcderal Trade Commission ("Commission ), having initiated

an investigation of the proposed acquisition of Revco D.

, Inc,

Revco ) by CYS Corporation (" CYS" ), and the respondents having
been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint that the
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Bureau of Competition prescnted to the

Commission for its

consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge

respondents with a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act ,

as

amended , 15 U.S. e. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended , 15 U. e. 45; and
Respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent ordcr
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the Jaw has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other
than jurisdictional facts , are true , and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having detennined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Acts , and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the

executed consent agrccmcnt and placed such agreement on thc public
record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further confonnity with
the procedure described in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes thc following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

I, Respondcnt CVS Corporation

is a corporation organized

existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware , with its offce and principal

placc of business

located at One CVS Drive , Woonsocket , Rhode Island.
2. Respondent Rcvco D.

, Inc. is a corporation organized

existing, and doing business undcr and by virtue of the Jaws of the
State of Delaware , with its offce and principal

place of business

located at 1925 Enterprise Parkway, Twinsburg, Ohio.
3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the rcspondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

it is ordered That , as used in this order , the following definitions
shall apply:
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means CVS Corporation , its directors , offcers
A.
CVS"
employees , agents and representatives , predecessors , successors , and
assigns; its subsidiaries , divisions , groups , and affliates controlled
directly or indirectly, by CVS , and the respective directors , offcers
employees , agents and representatives , successors , and assigns of
each. CVS , after consummation of the Acquisition , ineludes Revco.
B.
Revco means Revco D. , Inc. , its directors , offcers
employees , agcnts and representativcs , predecessors , successors , and
assigns; its subsidiaries , divisions , groups , and affliates controlled
directly or indirectly, by Revco , and the respective directors , officers
employees , agents and representatives , successors , and assigns of
each.
e.
Respondents mean CVS and Revco.
D.
Commission means the Federal Trade Commission.
E.
Acquisition means CVS' s proposed acquisition of all of the
outstanding voting securities of and merger with Revco pursuant to
the Agreement and Plan of Merger dated February 6 1997.
F.
Penney means le. Penney Company, Inc. , a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the

laws of thc State of Delaware , with its principal place of business
located at 6501 Legacy Drive , PIano , Texas.
G.

Eckerd"

means Eckerd Corporation ,

an affiliate of J.

Penney. Eckerd is a corporation organized , existing and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware

with its principal place of business loeatcd at 8333 Bryan Dairy Road
Largo , Florida.
H.
Medicine Shoppe means Medicine Shoppe International
Inc. , a corporation organized , existing, and doing business under and

by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware , with its executive
offces located at 1100 North Lindbergh , St. Louis , Missouri.
Pharmacy Operations means Phannacy Operations , Inc. , a

wholly-owned subsidiary of Medicine Shoppe. Phannacy Operations
is a corporation organized , existing, and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of thc Statc of Delawarc , with offices located at
1100 North Lindbergh , St. Louis , Missouri.
Acquirer(s) " means Eckerd , Medicine Shoppe or Phannacy
J.
Operations , and/or the entity or cntities approved by the Commission
to acquire: the Virginia Assets to be Divested pursuant to paragraph
II ,A. 1 of this order; the Revco Phannacy Assets pursuant to
paragraph ILB. l or the New York Asscts to be Divested pursuant to

),
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paragraph ILB.2 ofthis order; the Revco Virginia Assets pursuant to
paragraph IILA of this order; or the CVS Binghamton Assets
pursuant to paragraph IILB of this order.
K.
Landlord consents means all consents iTom all landlords that
are necessar to effect the complete transfer to the Acquirer(s) of the

assets required to be divested pursuant to this order.
MSA"
means Metropolitan Statistical Area , which refers to
L.

gcographic areas as defined by the United States Department of
Commerce , Bureau of the Census.
M.
Retail drug store means
a full- line retail store that carres a

wide variety of prescription and nonprescription medicines and
miscellaneous items , including, but not limited to , drugs

phannaceuticals , patent medicines , sundries , tobacco products , and
other merchandise.
Retail drug store assets means all assets constituting the
N,
retail drug store business , excluding those assets pertaining to either
the Revco or CVS trade name , trade drcss , trade marks and service
marks , and including, but not limited to:
I. Leases and properties;
2. Zoning approvals and registrations;
3. Books , records , reports , dockets and lists relating to the retail
drug store business;
4. Retaij drug store inventory and storage capacity;
5. All records of stock keeping units ("SKUs e.g, all fonns
package sizes and other units in which prescription drugs are sold and
which are used in records of sales;
6. Lists of all customers (including third party insurers) and all
files of names , addresses , and telephone numbers of the individual
customer contacts , and the unit and dollar amounts of sales , by
product , to cach customcr;
7. All phannacy files , documents , instructions , papcrs , books
computer files and records and all other records in any media relating
to the retail drug store business;
8, All rights , titles and interests in and to the contracts entered
into in thc ordinary course of business with customers (together with
associated bid and perfonnance bonds), suppliers sales
representatives , distributors , agents , personal property lessors

personal property lessees , licensors , licensees , consignors and
consignccs , and all names of prescription drug manufacturers and
distributors under contract with Revco , at the Acquirer(s)' option;
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9. All machinery, fixtures , equipment , vehicles , transportation
facilities, furniture , tools and other tangible personal property; and
10. Goodwill , tangible and intangible , utiJized in retail drug
stores.

Revco s business of selling
O.
Revco Pharmacy Business means
phannacy services including prescription drugs at any of the retail

drug stores listed in Schedule A of this order , but does not include
Revco s business of selling other products in those retail drug stores.
P.
Revco Pharmacy Assets means all assets constituting the
Revco Phannacy Business , excluding those assets pertaining to the
Revco trade names , trade dress , trade marks and service marks , and
including but not Jimited to:
1. Leases , at Medicine Shoppe s option;

2. Zoning approvals and registrations , at Medicine Shoppe
option;
3. Books , records , manuals , and operations reports , relating to the
Revco Phannacy Business;
4. Inventory instructions , or , at Medicine Shoppe s option , Jists of
SKUs
all fonns , package sizes and other units in which
prescription drugs are sold and which are used in records of sales and
inventories;

5. Lists of all prescription drug customers , including but not
limited to third part insurers , including all files of names , addresses
and telephone numbers ofthe individual customer contacts , the unit
and dollar amounts of sales , by product , to each customer , and store
profit and loss statement(s); and
6. Goodwill , tangible and intangible , utiJized in the sale of
prescription drugs.

means the Revco Retail Drug
Store Assets described in Schedule B of this order.
R.
Revco Virginia Assets means all of Revco s Retail Drug
Store Assets located in the State of Virginia.
means the Revco Retail Drug
S.
New York Assets to be Divested"
Store Assets described in Schedule A of this order.
T.
CVS Binghamton Assets means all of the CVS Retail Drug
Store Assets located in the Binghamton , New York MSA
U.
Eckerd Agreement means the Purchase and Sale Agreement
Q.

Virginia Assets to be Divested"

between Eckerd and CVS executed on May 16 ,

1997 , for the
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divestiture by respondents to Eckerd of the Virginia Assets to be
Divested.

means the Purchase and Sale
Agreement between Phannacy Operations or Medicine Shoppe and
CVS executed on May 21 , 1997 , for the divestiture by respondents to
Medicine Shoppe of the Revco Phannacy Assets to be Divested.
V.

Medicine Shoppe Agreement"

II.

It is further ordered That:

A. Respondents shall divest , absolutely and in good faith , the
Virginia Assets to be Divested to:
I. Eckerd , in aecordancc with the Eckerd Agreement dated May
1997 , no later than

a. Ten (10) days after the date on which this order becomes final
b. Four (4) months after acceptance of the Agreement Containing
Consent Order by the Commission
whichever is later; or

2. An Acquirer that receives the prior approval ofthe Commission
and only in a manner that receives the prior approval of the

Commission , within three (3) months after thc date on which this
order becomes final;

provided that the closing date of the Eckerd Agreement or any other
agreement pursuant to which the Virginia Assets to be Divested are
divested to an Acquirer shall not occur until after respondents have
obtained all required Landlord Consents.
B. Respondents shall divest , absolutely and in good faith , either:
1. The Revco Phannacy Assets to Medicine Shoppe or Phannacy
Opcrations in accordancc with the Medicine Shoppe Agrccmcnt May
, 1997 , no later than
a. Ten (10) days after the date on which this order becomes final
b. Four (4) months after acceptancc of the Agrecment Containing
Consent Order by the Commission
whichever is later; or
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2. The New York Assets to be Divested to an Acquirer that
receives the prior approval of thc Commission and only in a manner
that receives the prior approval of the Commission , within tbree (3)
months after thc date on which this order becomes final;
provided that the closing date of thc Medicinc Shoppe Agreement or
any other agreement pursuant to which the New York Assets to be

Divested are divested to an Acquirer shall not occur until after
rcspondents have obtained all requircd landlord consents.
e. The purpose of the divcstitures described herein is to ensure
the continued operation of the divestiture assets as assets engaged in
the retail sale of phannacy services to third party payors , and to
remedy any lesscning of competition rcsulting from the Acquisition
as alleged in the Commission s complaint.

It is further ordered That:

A. If respondcnts fail to divest absolutely and in good faith the
Virginia Assets to be Divested pursuant to paragraph ILA of this
order , the Commission may appoint a trustee to divest the Revco
Virginia Assets.

B. If respondents fail to divest absolutely and in good faith either
the New York Assets to be Divested or the Revco Phannacy Assets
pursuant to paragraph ILB of this order , the Commission may appoint
a trustee to divest the CVS Binghamton Assets.
e. In the event that the Commission or the Attorney Gcneral
brings an action pursuant to Section 5(1) of the Federal Trade

Commission Act , IS U.S. e. 45(1), or any other statute enforced by
the Commission , respondents shall consent to the appointment of a

trustee in such action. Ncither the appointment of a trustee nor a
decision not to appoint a trustce under this paragraph shall preclude
thc Commission or the Attorney General from seeking civil penalties
or any other relief available to it , including a court- appointed trustee
pursuant to Scction 5(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , or any
other statute enforced by the Commission , for any failure by
respondents to comply with this ordcr.
D. The trustee appointed to accomplish any divestiture pursuant
to paragraphs IILA or II. B may be the same person. If a trustee is
appointcd by the Commission or a court pursuant to paragraphs Il.
or IILB ofthis order , respondents shall consent to the following tenns
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and conditions regarding the trustee s powers , duties , authority, and
responsibilities:
1. The Commission shall select the trustec(s), subject to the
consent of respondents , which consent shall not be unreasonably

withheld. The trustee shall be a person with experience and expertise
in acquisitions and divestitures. Ifrespondents have not opposed , in
writing, including the reasons for opposing, the selection of any

proposed trustee within ten (10) days after notice by the staff of the
Commission to respondents of the identity of any proposed trustee
respondents shall be deemed to have consented to the selection ofthe
proposed trustee.
2. Subject to the prior approval of the Commission , the trustee
shall have the exclusive power and authority to accomplish the
divestitures described in paragraphs III.A and II.
3. Within ten (10) days

after appointment of the trustee

respondent shall execute a trust agreement that , subject to the prior
approval of the Commission , and in the case of a court-appointed

trustee , of the court , transfers to the trustee all rights and powers
necessary to pennit the trustee to effect each divestiture required by
this order.
4. The trustee shall have twelve (12) months fTOm the date the
Commission approves the trust agreement described in paragraph
III.D. 3 to accomplish each divestiture , which shall be subject to the
prior approval of the Commission. If, however , at the end of the
twelve (12) month period , the trustee has submitted a plan for each
divestiture required by this order or believes that each divestiture

required by this order can be achieved within a reasonable time , then
that divestitue period may be extended by the Commission , or , in the
case of a court-appointed trustee , by the court; provided , however , the
Commission may extcnd the period for each divestiture only two (2)
times.

5. The trustce shall have full and completc access to the
personnel , books , records and facilitics related to the Revco Virginia
Assets and the CVS Binghamton Assets or to any other rclevant

infonnation , as the trustee may request. Rcspondents shall develop
such financial or other infonnation as such trustec may request and
shall cooperate with the trustec. Respondcnts shall take no action to

interfere with or impede the trustee s

accomplishment of each

divestitue. Any delays in any divestiture caused by respondents shall

extcnd the time for that divestiture under this paragraph in an amount
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equal to the delay, as dctennined by the Commission or ,

for a

court -appointed trustee , by the court.

6. The trustee shall use his or her best efforts to negotiate the most
favorable price and tenns available in each contract that is submitted
to the Commission , subject to respondents ' absolute and

unconditional obligation to make each divestiture required by this
order at no minimum price. Each divestiture shall be made in the
manner consistent with the tenns of this order; provided , however , if
the trustee receives

bona fide

offers from more than one acquiring

entity, and if the Commission detennines to approve more than one
such acquiring entity, the trustee shall divest to the acquiring entity
or entities selected by respondents from among those approved by the
Commission.
7. The trustee shall serve , without bond or other security, at the
cost and expense ofrcspondents , on such reasonable and customary

tenns and conditions as the Commission or a court may set. The
trustee shall have the authority to employ, at the cost and expense of
respondents , and at reasonable fees , such consultants , accountants
attorneys , investment bankers , business brokers , appraisers , and other
representatives and assistants as are necessary to carr out the

trustee s duties and responsibilities. The trustee shall account for all
monies derived from each divestiture and all expenses incurred. After
approval by the Commission and , in the case of a court-appointed
trustee , by the court , of the account of the trustee , including fees for
his or her services , all remaining monies shall be paid at the direction
of the respondents , and the trustee s power shall be tenninated. The
trustee s compensation shall be based at least in significant part on a
commission arrangement contingent on the trustee s accomplishing
each divestiture required by paragraphs IILA and II.
8. Respondents shall indemnify the trustee and hold the trustee
hannless against any losses , claims , damages , liabilities , or expenses
arising out of, or in connection with , the perfonnance of the trustee
duties , including all reasonable fees of counsel and other expenses
incurred in connection with the preparation for , or defense of any
claim , whether or not resulting in any liability, except to the extent
that such liabilities , losses , damages , claims , or expenses result from
misfeasance , gross negligence , willful or wanton acts , or bad faith by
the trustee.
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9. If the trustee ceases to act or fails to act diligently, a substitute

trustee shall be appointed in the same manncr as provided in this
paragraph.
10. The Commission or , in the case of a court-appointed trustee
the court , may on its own initiative or at the request of the trustee

issue such additional orders or directions as may be reasonably
necessary or appropriate to accomplish each divestiture required by
this order.

II. The trustee shall also divest such additional ancillary assets

and businesses and effect such arrangcments as are necessary to
assure the marketability and the viability and competitiveness of the
Revco Virginia Assets and the CVS Binghamton Assets.
12. The trustee shall have no obligation or authority to operate or
maintain the Revco Virginia Assets or the CVS Binghamton Assets.

13. The trustee shall report in writing to respondcnts and the
Commission cvery sixty (60) days concerning the trustee s efforts to
accomplish each divestiture rcquired by this order.
IV.

It is further ordered That:

A Pending thc divestiture of the Virginia Asscts to be Divested
pursuant to paragraph II.A and cither the Revco Phannaey Assets or
the New York Assets to be Divested pursuant to paragraph II.B , the
Revco Virginia Assets pursuant to paragraph III.A , or the CVS
Binghamton Asscts pursuant to paragraph III.B , respondents shall

take such actions

as are necessary to maintain the

viability,

marketability and competitiveness of all of these assets ,

and to

prevent the destruction , removal , wasting, detcrioration , or

impainnent of any of these assets cxcept for ordinary wear and tear.
B. Respondents shall comply with all tenns of thc Asset
Maintenance Agrecment , attached to this order and made a part
hereof as Appendix I. The Asset Maintenancc

Agreement shall

continue in effect until such time as all the divestitures required by
this order have been accomplished.

It
is
further ordered That within thirty (30) days after the date
this order becomes final and every thirty (30) days thereafter until
respondents have fully complied with the provisions of paragraphs II
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and II of this order ,

respondents shall submit to the Commission

verified written reports setting forth in detail the manner and fonn in

which it intends to comply, is complying, and has complied with the
requirements of this

order. Respondents shall include in their

compliance rcports , among other things that are required from time
to time , a full description of the efforts being made to comply with
paragraphs II and II of the order , including a description of all
substantive contacts or negotiations for each divestiture and the

identity of all parties contacted. Respondents shall include in their
compliance reports copies of all written communications to and from
such parties , a1l internal memoranda , and all reports and
recommendations concerning each divestiture.

VI.
It is further ordered

That respondents shall notify the

Commission at least thirt (30) days prior to any proposed change in
the corporate respondents such as dissolution , assigrent , sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , or the creation

or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation
that may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.
VII.

It is further ordered That , for the purpose of detennining or
securing compliance with this order , respondents shall pennit any
duly authorized representative of the Commission:
A. Access , during office hours and in the presence of counsel , to
inspect and copy all books , ledgers , accounts , correspondence

memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or
under the control of respondents relating to any matters contained in
this order; and
B. upon five days ' notice to respondents and without restraint or
interfcrence from respondents , to interview offcers , directors , or
employees of respondents.
SCHEDULE A

REVCO NEW YORK STORE LISTING

Reveo Store Number 2000
523 Hooper Road
Endwell , NY 13760

Revco Store 1\;- umber 2002

133 Front Street
Vestal , NY 13850
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Revco Store Number 2003
4700 Vestal Parkway East
Vestal , NY

Revco Store Number 2005
1318 Front Street
Binghamton , 1\)' 13901

Revco Store :-umber 2007
1183- 85 Vestal Avenue
Binghamton , NY 13903

Revco Store Number 2020
3 I 0 Exchange Street

Endicott

:-Y 13760

SCHEDULE B

REVCO VIRGINIA STORE LISTING

Revco Store :-umber 842
Interstate Rt 40 & 46
Blackstone , VA 23 824

Revco Store Number 2380
4408 West Hundred Road
Chester , VA 2383 I

Revco Store Kumber I 160

Revco Store Number 389

Colonial Square Shopping Center
12 Colonial Square
Colonial Heights VA 23834

220 Market Drive
Emporia , VA 23847

Rcvco Store Number 972
University Square Shopping Center
20825 Woodpecker Road
Ettick , VA 23803

Revco Store Number 4513

Revco Store Number 998
5207 Plaza Drive
Hopewell , VA 23860

Revco Store Kumber 4001
I IS Brunswick Square Ct.
Lawrenceville , VA 23868

Revco Store Number 1473
Tanbark Plaza Shopping Center
74 Tanbark Plaza
Lovingston , VA 22949

Revco Store Kumber 2519

Revco Store Number 2522
Atlee Square Shopping Center
9159 Atlee Road
Mechanicsville , VA 23116

Revco Store )Jumber 2517

Revco Store )Jumber 187

Reveo Store Number 4504
2733 S. Crater Road
Petersburg, VA 23805

4310 Westgate Drive
Petersburg, VA 23803
Revco Store Number 2754
9 I 00 Pocahontas Trail
Providence Forgo , VA 23 I 40

Revco Store :-umher 383
12000 Ridgefield Pkwy.
Richmond , VA 23233

Patrick Henr Center
1506 S. Main Street
Farmville , VA 23901

7199 Stonewall Pkwy.
Mechanicsville , VA 23 I I I

Rockwood Square
10163 Hull Street Road
MidIothian , VA 231 13

Revco Store Number 2755
New Kent Crossing Shopping Center
2587 Kew Kent Hwy.
Quinton , VA 23141

Revco Store Kumber 390
6401 Jalme Road

Richmond , VA 23225
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Revco Store Number 398
2805 West Broad SITeet
Richmond , VA 23230
Revco Store Number 538
Meadowwood Square
51 16 Richmond Hemico Turnpike
Richmond , VA 23227
Revco Store Number 553
Cary Vilage Shopping Center

3142 West Cary SITee!

Richmond , VA 23221

Revco Store Number 505
7127 Staples MIl Road
Richmond , V A 23228
Revco Store Number 551
326 East Broad Street
Richmond , VA 23219

Revco Store :-umber 1158
Glen Lea Shopping Center
3824 Mechanicsville Pike
Richmond , VA 23223

Revco Store Number 1313
6011 Nine Mile
Richmond , VA 23223

Revco Store Number 1319
Willow Place Shopping Center
5440 West Broad
Richmond, VA 23230

Revco Store Number 1436
2917 North Avenue
Richmond . VA 23222

Revco Store Number 2551
Robious Hall Shopping Center
10030 Robious Road
Richmond , VA 23235

Revco Store Number 4019
Hungarybrook Shopping Center
1292 Concord Avenue
Richmond , VA 23228

Revco Store Number 439 I

Revco Store 0Jumber 4578

Revco Store Number 4585

Quicoccasin Station

8920 Quioccasm Road
Richmond , VA 22560

Revco Store Number 4562
While Oak Shopping Center
1840 Tappahannock Blvd.
Tappahannock , VA 22560
Revco Store Number 4387
Pantops Center

540 Pantops Center

Irongate Village Shopping Center
6423 Iron Bridge Road
Richmond , VA 23234
1102 Courthouse Road

RJchmond , VA 23236

RevcD Store Numbcr 4000
West Porn! Square
100 Winter SITeet Unit 105
West Point , V A 23181

Revco Store Number 194
1367 Kempsville Road
Chesapeake , VA 23320

Charlottesville , VA 22911

Rcvco Storc Number 313
Liberty Plaza
1800 Liberty SITee!

Reveo Store Number 350
4321 Indian RJVer Road
Chesapeake , VA 23325

Chesapeake , V A 23324

Revco Store Number 1140
Poplar Hill Plaza
3138 Western Branch Blvd.
Chesapeake , VA 23321

Reveo Store Number 1186
Wilson Village Shopping Center
328 Battlefield Blvd. S.
Chesapeake , VA 23320
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Revco Store Number 4003
Las Gaviotas Shopping Center
1245 Cedar Road , Suite B
Chesapeake , VA 23320

Reveo Store Number 4020
Taylor Road Plaza
3325 Taylor Road , Suite 118
Chesapeake , VA 23321

Revco Store :-umber 4420
Centersvi1e Crossing Shopping Center
Chesapeake , VA 23320

Reveo Store Number 4530
Woodford Square Shopping Center
701- D North Battlefield
Chesapeake , VA 23320

Reveo Store Number 4552
2313 S. Military Hwy.
Chesapeake , VA 23320

Revco Store Number 4607
3005 Old Mill Road
Chesapeake , VA 23323

Reveo Store Number 4541
Southhampton Shopping Center
1332 Annory Drive
Franklin , VA 23851

Reveo Store Number 1268
Heritage Square Shopping Center

Revco Store Number 426

Revco Store Number 1073
1955 E. Pembroke Avenue
Hampton , VA 23663

413 Centerville Turnpike

Kecoughtan Shopping Center
3857 Kecoughtan Road
Hampton , VA 23669

4324 Geo. Washington

Memorial

Highway
Grafton , V A 23692

Reveo Store Number 1384
41 I I West Mercury Blvd.
Hampton , VA 23666

Revco Store Number 4326

Revco Store Number 4679
Big Bethel Road and Hampton Road
Parkway
Hampton , VA 23666

Revco Store Kumber 2741
Yark River Shopping Center
2318 York Crs. Drive Pob 1106
Hayes , VA 23072

Reveo Store Number 621
Newport Square Shopping Center
846 Newport Square Shop Center
Newport News , VA 23601

Reveo Store Number 1096
Newmarket Plaza Shopping Center
605 Newmarket Drive Newrnarket
Plaza
:-ewport News , VA 23605

Revco Store Number 1143
14865 Warwick Blvd.
Newport News , V A 23608

Roveo Store :-umber 1613
13271 WarwIck Blvd.

Reveo Store Number 2589
Southeast Shopping Center
2305 Jefferson Avenue

Newport News , VA 23607

2305 Kecoughtan Road
Hampton , VA 23661

Newport :-ews , V A 23602

Revco Store :-umber 4022
Richneck Center
12917 Jefferson Avenue
Newport :-ews , VA 23602
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Reveo Store Number 4501
1045 I Jefferson Avenue
Newport News , VA 23605

Revco Store Number 117
Downtown Plaza Shopping Center
32 Downtown Plaza

SIC

:-orfolk , VA 235 I 0
Reveo Store Number 43 I

Southern Shopping Center
No.

2 Southern

SIC

Norfolk , VA 23505

Reveo Store Number 493
Midtown Shopping Center
7628 Granby Street
Norfolk , VA 23505

Revco Store Kumber 500
Colley Village Shopping Ccuter
2301 Colley Avenue
KorfoIk , VA 23517

Reveo Store Number 550
6204- H N. Military Hwy.
Norfolk , VA 23518

Revco Store Number 595
742- A West 21st Street
Norfolk , VA 23517

Revco Store :-umber 703
Scwells Point Shopping Center
2330 Azalea Garden Road
Norfolk , VA 23513

Revco Store Number 715
I 101 East Little Creek Road
Norfolk , VA 23518

Revco Store :-umber 882
Ocean View Shopping Center
163 yVest Ocean View Avenue
Norfolk , VA 23503

Revco Store ?'umber 1029
The Monticello BmIding
258 Granby Street
Norfolk. VA 23510

Revco Store Number 1068
Suburban Park Shopping Center
7526 Granby Street
Norfolk , VA 23505

Revco Store Number 1097
1853 East Little Creek Road
Norfolk , VA 23518

Revco Store Number 2375
3212 Tidewater Road
:-orfoIk , VA 23509

Revco Store )Jumbcr 2574
890 Kempsville Road
Norfolk , VA 23502

Revco Store Number 4009
475 Wythe Creek Road
Poquoson , VA 23662

Revco Store Kumber 750

Revco Store Number 871

5788 Churehland Blvd.

3 I 16 Hrgh Street

Portsmouth , VA 23703

Portsmouth , VA 23707

Revco Store Number 106 I

Reveo Store Kumber 1 I

3531 Airline Blvd.
Portsmouth , VA 23701

326 High Street
Portsmouth , VA 23704

Reveo Store :-umber 2704
2004 Victory Blvd.
Portsmouth . VA 23702

Revco Store Number 4327
Manor Vilage Shopping Center

6219 Portsmouth Blvd.

Portsmouth , VA 23701
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Revco Store Number 835
Smithfield Plaza Shopping Center
1280 Smithfield Plaza
Smithfield , VA 23430

Revco Store :-umber 1376

Revco Store Number I I 12

Holland Plaza Shopping Center
1240 Holland Road
Suffolk , Va 23434

Suffolk , VA 23434

Revco Store Number 4385
Suffolk Shopping Center
1405 North Main StTeet
Suffolk , V A 23434

Revco Store Number 100
1949 Lynnhaven Parkway
Virginia Beach , VA 23456

Revco Store Number 109
422 I Pleasant Valley Road
Virginia Beach , VA 23464

Revco Store Kumber 113
1577 General Booth Blvd.
Virginia Beach . V A 23454

Revco Store Number I 16

Revco Store Number 34 I

Revco Store Number 344
3333 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach , VA 23452

57 I East Constance Road

6531 College Park Square

Virginia Bcach , VA 23464

Revco Store Number 374
Fairfield Shopping Center

124 FTC

Linkorn Shopping Center

980 Laskin Road
Virginia Beach , VA 23451

Virginia Beach , VA 23464

Revco Store Number 440
Holland Shopping Center
4324 Holland Road
Virginia Beach , VA 23452

Revco Store Number 464
Kemps River Crossing
1309 Fordham Drive
Virginia Beach , V A 23464

Revco Store Number 603
Hilltop :-orth Shopping Center
750 Hilltop North SIC
Virginia Beach , VA 2345 I

Revco Store :-umber 787
1075 Independence Blvd.
Vlfginia Beach . VA 23455

Revco Store :-umber 881

Revco Store Number 883
880 S. Military Hwy.
Virginia Beach , VA 23464

Revco Store Number 1188
Pembroke Meadows Shopping Center
748 Independence Blvd.
Virginia Beach , VA 23455

Revco Store Kumber I 183

Revco Store Kumber I I 10

5610 Princess Anne Road

2356- C Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virgima Beach , VA 23454

5232 Fairfield

SIC

V irginia Beach , V A 23462
Revco Store :-umber 1200

3600 South Plaza Trail
Virginia Beach , VA 23452

Birchwood Mall

3756 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach , VA 23452

Revco Store Number 1396
Great :-eek Shopping Center
1216 Grcat Keck Village SIC
Virgima Beach , V A 23454
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Revco Store Number 1656
Virginia Beach Blvd. and Dorset Street
Virginia Beach , VA 23462

Revco Store Kumber 2725
2005 Sandbridge Road #101

Virginia Beach , VA 23456

Revco Store :-umber 4406
1012 Fallbrook Bend
Virginia Beach , VA 23455

Rcvco Store Number 45542
Shipp s Corner Shopping Center
3208 Holland Road , Suite I I
Virginia Beach , VA 23456

Revco Store Number 4555
Birdneck Shopping Center
1077 Virginia Beach Blvd.
Virginia Beach , VA 2345 I

Reveo Store Number 4599
Lake Shores Plaza Shopping Center
5193 Shore Drive #109
Virginia Beach , VA 23455

Revco Store Kumber 382
Governor s Green Shopping Center
451 I- K John Tyler Hwy.
Wiliamsburg, VA 23185

Reveo Store :-umber 1147

Revco Store Number 2573
124 Waller Mill Road
Williamsburg, VA 23185

Reveo Store Number 1625
Shoppcs at Yorktown
US 17 & Goodwin K eek Road
York , VA 23692

James- York Shopping Center
70 I Merrimac Trail
Williamsburg, VA 23 I 85

APPENDIX I
ASSET MADiTEJ\ANCE AGREEMENT

This Asset Maintenance Agreement (" Agrcement" ) is by and
between CVS Corporation (" CVS" ), a corporation organized

existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delawarc , with its offce and principal

place of business

located at One CVS Drive , Woonsocket , Rhode Island; Revco D.
Inc. (" Revco ), a corporation organized , existing, and doing business
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware , with its
offce and principal place of business located at 1925 Enterprise

Parkway, Twinsburg, Ohio (collectively " proposed respondents
and the Fcderal Trade Commission (" Commission ), an independent

agency of the United States Goverrent , established under the
Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914 , 15 U.

e. 41

et seq.

(collectively " the Parties
PREMISES

Whereas CVS has proposed to acquire all of the outstanding

voting securities of and to merge

(through a wholly-owned
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subsidiar) with Revco D. , Inc. , pursuant to an agreement and plan
of merger dated February 6 1997 ("the proposed Acquisition ); and
Whereas the Commission is now investigating the proposed

Acquisition to detennine if it would violate any of the statutes the
Commission enforces; and
Whereas if the Commission accepts the attached Agreement
Containing Consent Order (" consent order ), the Commission is
required to place it on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days

for public comment and may subsequently either withdraw such
acceptance or issue and serve its complaint and its decision and final
order in disposition of the proceeding pursuant to the provisions of
Section 2. 34 of the Commission s Rules; and
Whereas the Commission is concerned that if an agreement is not
reached preserving the
status quo ante
of the Revco Virginia Assets
the Virginia Assets to be Divested , the Revco Phannacy Assets , the
Ncw York Asscts to be Divested , and the CVS Binghamton Assets as
described in the attached consent order (hereinafter sometimes
referred to as " Assets ) during the period prior to their divestiture

any divestiture resulting fTom any administrative proceeding
challenging the legality of the Acquisition might not be possible , or
migbt produce a less than effective remedy; and
Whereas the Commission is concerned that prior to any
divestitures to the Acquirer(s) approved by the Commission , it may
be necessary to preserve the continued viability and competitiveness
of the Assets; and
Whereas the purpose ofthis Agreement and of the consent order
is to preserve the Assets pending the divestitures to the Acquirer(s)
approved by the Commission under the terms ofthc order , in order to
remedy any anti competitive effects of the proposed Acquisition; and
Whereas proposed respondents entering into this Agreement shall
in no way be construed as an admission by proposed rcspondents that
the proposed Acquisition is i1ega!; and
Whereas proposed rcspondents understand that no act or
transaction contemplated by this Agreement shall be deemed immune
or excmpt from the provisions of the antitrust laws or the Federal
Trade Commission Act by reason of anything contained in this
Agreement.
Now, therefore in consideration of the Commission s agreement
that at the time it accepts the consent order for public commcnt it will
grant early termination of the Hart- Scott- Rodino waiting period , the
Parties agree as follows:

CVS CORPORATIO:- , ET AL.
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TERMS OF AGREEMENT

1. Proposed respondents agree to execute , and upon its issuance
to be bound by, the attached consent order. The Parties further agree
that each tenn defined in the attached consent order shall have the

same meaning in this Agreement.
2. Proposed respondents agree that from the date proposed

respondents sign this Agreement until the earlier of the dates listed in
subparagraphs 2. a and 2. , proposed respondents will comply with
the provisions of this Agreement:

a. Three (3) business days after the Commission withdraws its
acceptance ofthe consent order pursuant to the provisions of Section
34 of the Commission s Rules; or
b. The date the divestitures as set out in the consent order havc
been completed.
3. Proposed respondents shall maintain the viability and
marketability of the Assets , and shall not cause the wasting or

deterioration of the Assets , nor shall they sell , transfer , encumber or
otherwise impair their marketability or viability.
4. Proposed respondents shall maintain the competitiveness of the
Assets. This includes , but is not limited to , maintaining promotions
and discount policies , and continuing specific store services (such as
for example , hours of operation and operation of specific
departments). In particular , proposed respondents shall continue to
offer to customers who obtain phannacy services at the Assets the
same type and quality of phannacy services that are offered at the
proposed respondents ' retail drug stores that are not subject to the
consent order s divestiture provisions.
5. Should the Commission seek in any proceeding to compel
proposed respondents to divest themselves of the Assets or to seek
any other injunctive or equitable relief, proposed respondents shall
not raise any objection based upon the expiration of the applicable
Hart- Scott- Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act waiting period or thc

fact that the Commission has not sought to enjoin the proposed
Acquisition. Proposed respondents also waive all rights to contest the
validity of this Agreement.
6. For the purpose of detennining or securing compliance with
this Agreement , subject to any legally recognzed privilege , and upon
written request with five (5) days ' notice to proposed respondents and
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to their principal offce(s), proposed respondents shall pennit any
duly authorized representative or representatives of the Commission:

a. Access during the offce hours of proposed respondents , in the
presence of counsel , to inspect and copy all books , ledgers , accounts
correspondence , memoranda and other records and documents in the
possession or under the control of proposed respondents relating to

compliance with this Agreement; and
b. To interview offcers or employees of proposed respondents
who may have counsel present , regarding any such matters.

7. This Agreement shall not be binding until approved by the
Commission.

SULZER LIMITED
183

183

Modifying Order

IN THE MATTER OF

SULZER LIMITED
MODIFYNG ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA TTO:- OF
SEe. 7 OF THE CLA YTON ACT AND SEC.
OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3SS9.

Consent Order,

Feb.

1995-- Modifing Order . Aug

. 1997

This order reopens and modifies a 1995 consent order so that the language in
paragraph IV. A of the final consent order conforms with the language of the
proposed consent agreement that was signed by the respondent and accepted
by the Commission for public comment.

ORDER AME1''DING CONSENT ORDER

The order in this matter was issued on February 23 , 1995. The
languagc in paragraph IV. A of the order does not confonn to that
contained in paragraph IV. A of the agreement containing consent
order (" consent agreement" ) signed by Sulzer and accepted by the
Commission on September 12 1994 , for public comment.
The public interest would be served by confonning the language

of the order with that contained in the consent agreement. Sulzer has
waived any rights it may have under Section 3. 72(b) of the
Commission s Rules of Practice and consents to the changes
contemplated by this order. Accordingly,

It is ordered That this matter be , and it hereby is , reopened; and
;s
of the consent order in
further ordered That paragraph
Docket No. C- 3559 , issued on February 23 1995 , be , and it hereby
, amended to read as follows:
It

A For a ten (10) year period commencing on the date this order
becomes final , Sulzer shal1 not enter into , obtain , make , carry out or
enforce any exclusive agrecmcnts with Sumitomo Chemical
Company Limited or otherwise take any action whatsoever , directly
or indirectly, that would prevent Sumitomo Chemical Company
Limited from selling Sumitomo Polyester to any
Commission-approved acquirer of the Amdry 2010 Infonnation.
Within thirty days after the order becomes final , respondent shal1
provide a copy of the order to each person at Sumitomo Chemical
Company Limited with whom respondent has contact in connection
with the purchase of Sumitomo Polyester.

, ("

" "
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TN THE MA ITER OF

APPLE COMPUTER , INe.
CONSENT ORDER , ETe. , II REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEe. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSTOK ACT
Docket

Complaint, Aug.

3763.

1997-- Decision ,

Aug.

, 1997

Ths consent order requires , among other things , the respondent to offer to eligible
consumers
who
purchased the Perfonna 550 or 560 , or the Macintosh LC 550
computers

on

or after April I ,

1994 ,

the upgrade kits at less than half the

price and to rebate 5776 to consumers who already have purchased
the upgrade. The consent order also prohibIts Apple Computer from
misrepresenting the availability of any microprocessor upgrade product , and
from representig that computer hardware is currently upgradeable unless the
upgrade is then available in reasonable quantities.
original list

Appearances
For the Commission:

Matthew Gold,

Linda Badger

and

Jeffrey

Klurfeld.

For the

respondent:

James Spears , Gadsby

Hannah

Washington , D.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Apple Computer , Inc. Apple " or " respondent" ), a corporation , has
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it

appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , alleges:

PARGRAH I. Apple is a California corporation with its
offces and principal place of business located at One Infinite Loop,
Cupertino , California.
PAR. 2. Apple has manufactured , advertised , labeled , offered for
sale , sold , and distributed the " Perfonna 550 Macintosh LC 550
and " Perfonna 560" personal computers , and other computer
hardware and software to consumers. The Perfonna 550 , Macintosh
LC 550 , and Perfonna 560 models are based on the Motorola 68030
microprocessor. Whi1e continuing to promote the sale of these
computers , respondent introduced a new series of computers based on
the faster , more powerful " PowerPC" microprocessor. Beginning
approximately April I , 1994 , subsequent to this introduction of the

APPLE COMPuTER , me.
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new chip, respondent advertised Perfonna 550 , Macintosh LC 550
and Perfonna 560 computers as upgradeable to PowerPC
perfonnance.
PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this
complaint bave been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. Respondent disseminated or caused to be disseminated
advertisements for the " PowerPC" upgrade to the Perfonna 550 and
Perfonna 560 computers , including but not necessarly limited to a
red sticker that was placed on the boxes containing these computers

attached as Exhibit A These advertisements contain the following
statement:
Ready for PowerPC upgrade. " lExhlbit AJ

PAR. 5. Respondent disseminated or caused to be disscminated
advertisements for the " PowerPC" upgrade to the Perfonna 550
Macintosh LC 550 , and Perfonna 560 computers , including but not
necessarily limited to thc attached Exhibits B-

D. These

advertisements contain the following statements:
A. " And when you re ready to expand your lMacintosh LC 550) system for
morc performance , you can install an optional CD- ROM drive , add an Ethernet
card , or upgrade to OUf new Power Macintosh TM technology.
(Exhibit B (Print: " AppIe Education Recommended Products At a Glance
B. " Can a personal computer grow up with your family?
With technology changing so quickly, it s only natural to wonder whether the
computer you buy today will become obsolete tomorrow. That s why Apple
designed the Macintosh Perfonna to work as well tomorrow as it does today.
You can eveTI add extra memory or upgrade your Perfonna to the PowerPC
chip (making it virtally impossible to outgrow).

Performa
The Family Macintosh"

lExhibit C (Print: " Can a personal computer grow up with your family
e. " A PARE:-T'S GuIDE TO COMPUTERS

Every Performa can grow with your family. Each one has enough memory,
power , and storage space to serve your family for years. However , should you
decide you want to upgrade in the future , you can expand your Perfonna s RAM
hard drive storage , and even microprocessor to keep step with improvements in
technology (such as the hot new PowerPC chip).
(Exhibit D (Special Advertsing Section insert: " A Parent s Guide To Computers. "
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PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements referred to in paragraph four , including but not

necessarily limited to the advertisement attached as Exhibit A
respondent has represented , directly or by implication , that a

PowerPC upgrade was available to consumers at the time that they
purchased a Perfonna 550 or Perfonna 560 computer.

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact , a PowerPC upgrade was not available

to consumers at the time that they purchased a Perfonna 550 or
Perfonna 560 computer. Therefore , the representation set forth in
paragraph six was , and is , false and misleading.
PAR. 8. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisements referred to in paragraphs four and five , including but
not necessarily limited to the advertisements attached as Exhibits

, respondent has represented , directly or by implication , that a
PowerPC upgrade would be available within a reasonable period of
time after the purchase of a Perfonna 550 , 'vacintosh LC 550 , or
Perfonna 560 computer.

PAR. 9. In truth and in fact , the PowerPC upgrade was not
available within a rcasonable period of time after the purchase of a
Macintosh LC 550 , or Pcrfonna 560 computcr. No
such upgrade was offered by rcspondent for at least one year after it
began represcnting that thc Perfonna 550 , Macintosh LC 550 , or
Perfonna 560 computers wcre upgradeablc. Indeed , by thc time
Perfonna 550 ,

respondent made the upgrade available ,

the cost of the upgrade

approached the cost of an entircly new computer with a PowerPC
microproccssor. Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph
eight was , and is , false and misleading.
PAR. 10. Through the use of the statements contained in the
advertisemcnts referred to in paragraphs four and five , including but
not necessarily limited to the advcrtisements attached as Exhibits

A- D , respondent has rcpresented , dircctly or by implication , that at

thc time it made the reprcscntations set forth in paragraphs six and
eight , respondent possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis that
substantiated such reprcsentations.

PAR. 11. In truth and in fact ,

at thc time it made the

reprcsentations set forth in paragraphs six and eight , rcspondent did
not possess and rely upon a reasonablc basis that substantiated such
representations. Thcrefore , the rcpresentation set forth in paragraph
ten was , and is , false and misleading.
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PAR. 12. In its advertising of the Perfonna 550 , Macintosh LC
550 , and Perfonna 560 computers , respondent represented that these
computers were upgradeable to PowerPC technology. Respondent
failed to disclose that , in order to obtain the PowcrPC tcchnology,
consumers would need to purchase and install an upgrade package
that included not only a PowerPC upgrade card , but also a new logic
board. As a resuJ! , consumers werc not aware that they would have to
incur the cost and inconvenience associated with the replacement of
the Jogic board. The fact that a logic board was a component of the
upgrade package would bc material to consumers in thcir decision to
purchase the computer. The failure to disclose this fact , in light of the
representations made , was a dcceptive practice.
PAR. 13. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hcreof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the San Francisco Rcgional Office

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violation ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an

admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other
than jurisdictional facts , are true and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having detennined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that a complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the

comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section
34 of its Rules , and having modified the order in several respects
now in further confonnity with the procedure prescribcd in Section
34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint , makes
the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Apple Computer , Inc. , is a corporation organized
existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of California with its offces and principal plaee of business
located at One Infinite Loop, in the City of Cupertino , State of

California.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter ofthis proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER

It is ordered

That respondent , Apple Computer , Inc. , a

corporation , its successors and assigns , and respondent' s offcers
agents , representatives and employces , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale or distribution of any computer hardware product , in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from misrepresenting
the availability of any microprocessor upgrade product.
II.

II is further ordered That respondent , Apple Computer , Inc. a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and respondent' s offcers
agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
or sale of any computer hardware product , in or affecting commcrce
as " commerce " is defincd in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do

forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or by
implication , that any such product is currently upgradeable , unless at
the time such rcpresentation is made , thc UPb'fade is then available , in
reasonable quantities to the public , given good- faith projections of
anticipated demand.

It is further ordered That respondent , Apple Computer , Inc. , a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and respondent's offcers
agents , representatives and employees , dircetly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offcring for sale
or sale of any microprocessor upgrade product that incorporates a
new logic board as part of the upgrade product , in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defincd in the Federal Tradc
Commission Act , shall not rcprescnt that such product is
upgrade " in any manner , expressly or by implication , unless it
discloses , clearly and prominently, and in close proximity to the
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representation , that a new logic board is a componcnt of the upgrade
product.
IV.

A Within fourteen (14) days ofthe date of service on rcspondent
of this order, respondent shall publish notice of this redress provision
in a nationally circulated ncwspapcr. This notice shall be in the fonn

set out in Appendix A
B. Within ten (10) days of the date of service on rcspondent of
this order , respondent shall compile:
1. A mailing list containing the name and last known address of
each consumer who purchascd a Pcrfonna 550 , Ylacintosh LC 550
or Perfonna 560 computer in the United States or in a tcrritory ofthc
l7nited States on or after April 1 , 1994; and
2, A mailing list containing the name and last known address of
each consumer who purchased a PowerPC upgrade for a Perfonna
550 , Macintosh LC 550 , or Perfonna 560 computer in the United
States or in a tenitory of the United States.
e. Rcspondent shall compile the lists required by Parts IV.
and IV. B.2 from all customer service records under its control
including, but not limited to , registration cards , telephone logs
electronic mail logs , and written corrcspondcnce.

D. Within fifteen(15) days of thc date of service of this order
respondent shall send via first class-mail , postage prepaid , a notice in
thc fonn set forth in Appendix B to this order , to all Perfonna 550
Macintosh LC 550 , or Perfonna 560 purchasers listed on the mailing
list required by Part
1. Respondent shall send the items set forth
in Appendix B via electronic mail to any purchaser for whom
respondent has only an electronic mail address. No infonnation other
than that contained in Appendix B shall be included. No additional
materials , other than a postagc prc- paid envelope for return of the
offer form , shall be transmitted therewith.

E. The envelope containing the items set forth in Appendix B
shall bc in the fonn set forth in Appcndix C to this order. For each
mailing returned by the U.S. Postal Service as undeliverable for
which respondent thereaftcr obtains a corrected address , respondent
shall , within fifteen (15) business days after rccciving the corrected
address , send the items set forth in Appendix B to thc correctcd
address.
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F. Any consumer who , within seventy- five (75) days of the date

, returns to respondent both: 1) the fonn
contained in Appendix A or Appendix B; and 2) payment in the
of service of this order

amount of five hundred and ninety-nine (599) dollars , will be eligible
to receive a PowerPC Upgrade Kit , or its equivalent. Apple wi1 not
be required to honor any request that is postmarked after the
seventy- fifth day.
G. Respondent shall send , delivery charges prepaid , the PowerPC
Upgrade Kit (or product equivalent) by common carner appropriate
to the fragility of the product , within ninety (90) days of the date of
service of this order.
H. If respondent chooses to provide a product equivalent to the
PowerPC Upgrade Kit to some consumers , those consumers wi1 be
chosen at random.

I. Respondent shall extend the warranty on the Perfonna 550
Macintosh LC 550 , and Pcrfonna 560 to include all parts and labor
charges necessary for installation of a PowerPC Upgrade Kit. Within
thirty (30) days of the date of service of this order , respondent shall
arrange for its authorized service locations to perform this
installation. Respondent shall also provide each location with any
installation instructions that they might not otherwise possess which
are unique to the installation of a PowerPC Upgrade Kit.
J. Within fifteen (15) days of the date of service of this order
respondent shall send via first class-mail , postage prepaid , a notice in
thc fonn set forth in Appendix D to this order to each purchaser listed
on themailinglistrequiredbyPartIV. B.2. Noinfonnation other than
that contained in Appendix D shall be included. No additional
materials , other than a postage pre- paid envelope for return of the
offer fonn , shall be transmitted therewith. Respondent shall send
seven hundred and seventy-six (776) dollars to each consumer who
within seventy- five (75) days of service of this order , returns the fonn
containcd in Appendix D and either: (I) has previously submitted the
registration card included in the PowerPC upgradc; or (2) provides
reasonable proof of purchase of the PowerPC upgrade.
K. The envelope containing the items set forth in Appendix D
shall be in the fonn set forth in Appendix E to this order. For each

mailing returned by the U.S. Postal Service as undeliverable for
which respondent thereafter obtains a corrected address , respondent
shall , within fifteen (15) business days after receiving the corrected
address , send the items set forth in Appendix D,

, "
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L. Respondent shall adequately staff an 800 number to answer
questions from any consumer who receives a notice described in this
redress provision , and any questions resulting from the publication of
the notice described in Part IILA.
M. Within two hundred fort (240) days of the date of service of
this order , respondent shall furnish to

Commission staff the

following:

1. In computer readable fonn and in computer print out fonn , the
following:

a. A list of the names and addresses of all purchasers who obtain
a PowerPC Upgrade Kit (or the equivalent) pursuant to this order;

b. A list of the names and addresses of all recipicnts of rebate
checks;

c. A copy of the records us cd to idcntify these purchasers or
recipients; and
d. A description of what respondent sent to each purchaser or
recipient (including the check number if applicable) and the mailing
date of every upgrade or rebate sent.

2. Copies of all notices returned to respondent as undeliverable
(previously described in Parts lYE and IV. K of this order); and
3. All other documents and records evidencing efforts made and
actions taken by rcspondent to idcntify, locate , contact and provide
rebates or upgrades to consumers.

N. For the purposes ofthis Par PowerPC Upgrade Kit" includes
a 575 logic board , an upgrade card ,

four megabytcs of RA

Macintosh System 7. 5 Operating System software , the most recent
version of Claris Works for PowerPC , and a coupon for free
installation of the hardware components of the PowerPC Upgrade
Kit. The tenn " equivalent" means a computer based on tbe PowerPC
microprocessor along with all the hardware necessary to supply a
Perfonna 550 , Macintosh LC 550 , or Perfonna 560 owner with a
complete computer system , including but not limited to a comparable
keyboard and monitor. The tenn " consumer " includes an educational
institution or any other organization.
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It is further ordered That for three (3) ycars after the last date of
dissemination of any representation covered by this order , respondent
shall maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade

Commission for inspection and copying:

A. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating such
representation; and
B. All tests , reports , studies , survcys , demonstrations or other
evidence in its possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call
into question such representation , or the basis relied upon for such
representation, including complaints from consumers.
VI.

It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the company
such as dissolution , assignent or sale resulting in the emergence of
a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or
any other change in the corporation which may affect compliance

obligations arising out of the order.
VII.
It

is

further ordered That rcspondent ,

and its successors and

assigns , shall deliver a copy of this order to all currcnt and futurc
principals and directors; to all

current and future officcrs and

managers with responsibilities or duties affccting compliance with the
terms of this order; and to all current and future employees , agents
and representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject

matter of this order. Respondent shall deliver this order to current
pcrsonnel within thirty (30) days after the date of scrvice of this
order , and , for a period of five (5) years from the date of issuance of
this order , to future pcrsonnel within thirt
assumes such position or responsibilities.

(30) days after the pcrson

V II

It is further ordered That this order wil tenninate on August 18
2017 , or twenty (20) years fTOm the most recent datc that the Unitcd

States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint (with or
without an accompanying conscnt decree) in federal court alleging
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any violation ofthe order, whichever comes later; provided , however
that the filing of such a complaint will not affect the duration of:
A. Any paragraph in this order that tenninates in less than twenty
(20) years;

s application to any respondcnt that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
B. This order

e. This order if such complaint is

filed after the order has

tenninated pursuant to this paragraph.
Provided further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court

rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal
then the order will terminatc according to this paragraph as though
the complaint was never fied , except that the order will not lenninate
between the date such complaint is filed and the latcr of the deadline
for appcaling such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or

ruling is upheld on appeal.
IX.

It is further ordered That rcspondent shall , within sixty (60) days
fTom the date of service of this order upon it , and at such other times

as the Commission may require , file with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
By the Commission.
APPEKDIX A

(Newspaper Notice)
C\OTICE TO PCRCHASERS OF APPLE PERFORM 550
MACTNTOSH LC 550 AC\D PERFORY!A 560 COMPUTERS:

IF YOU PURCHASED A:- APPLE PERFORMA 550. A MACINTOSH
LC550 OR A PERFORMA 560 COMPUTER 0:- OR AFTER APRlL 1 , 1994
YOU ARE ENTITLED TO PURCHASE A POWERPC UPGRADE KIT OR ITS
EQLW ALENT FOR THE SUM OF 5599. 00.

When we sold you your Apple computer , we advertised that is
was " Ready for PowerPC upgrade. " While a PowerPC upgrade was
1 Prior to leaving tne Commission
affrmative

fOT

, former Commissioner Varney registered her vote in the
issuing the complaint and decision and order in this matter

------- ----------------------- ------------------
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subsequently offered for these models , the Federal Trade Commission
FTC" ) and Apple have examined the representations that Apple

made in connection with the sales of these models. While Apple
believes that the upgrade representations were appropriate , customer
satisfaction is our highest priority and , to this end , we have reached
a settlcment with the FTC that gives purchasers ofthese computers
who would like to upgrade their computers an opportunity to secure
a PowerPC upgrade at an attractive price.

For a limited time , Apple is offering its Perfonna 550/560 and
Macintosh LC 550 customers a PowerPC upgrade kit for $599. This

upgrade kit will include the components necessary to make tbe
PowerPC upgrade , and will also include an additional 4 megabytes of

RA. In addition , the kit will contain System 7. 5 (the operating

system for the PowerPC), and a PowerPC upgrade for Claris Works.
Included in the upgrade kit will be a coupon for the installation of the
hardware components of the upgrade at no additional cost to you.
To take advantage ofthis offer, please fill out the infonnation on
the attached fonn and return it , along with a payment in the amount
of$599. You may wish to make a copy ofthe fonn for your records.
Upon receipt of payment and a properly completed fonn , Apple will
ship the upgrade kit directly to you within approximately 90 days.

For customers who purchased a PowerPC upgrade for their
Perfonna 550/560 or Macintosh LC 550 prior to (date of service of
orderJ, Apple is offering a cash rebate upon certification and proof of
purchase. For additional infonnation on this rebate offer , please
contact Apple at the toll- free number noted below.
Please note that these offers are being made for a limited time
only. To receive an upgrade kit at this price , customers must respond
with payment and a properly completed fonn , postmarked no later
than (70 days from date of publication J. You should also note that
this upgrade opportunity is only

available to customers who

purchased Perfonna 550/560 and Macintosh LC 550 computers after
April 1 , 1994.
Should you have any questions regarding this upgrade offer
please call 1- 800- APPLE COMPUTER , INe.

(Fonn to be Attached to Newspaper NoticeJ
RETURN THIS FORM WITH VOUR PAYMENT TO THE FOLLOWr.G ADDRESS:
(ADDRESSJ

----.-
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I am the purchaser of a Perfonna 550/ Perfonna 560/ Macintosh
LC 550 (circle the correct model number) computer. I undcrstand that
I must have purchased my computer after April 1 , 1994 to participate
in this offer and that I must include the serial number of my computer
with my order. I would like to order a PowerPC Upgrade Kit. Please
deliver my purchase to the following address:
NAME:
STREET ADDRESS: -

CITY AND STATE:

ZIP CODE:

My check for $599. 00 is enclosed (make checks payable to
Apple Computer , Inc.
Visa - MasterCard - American Express

Please charge my

Credit Card Number

Expiration Date (MonthiYear)

CREDIT CARD HOLDER: PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOW'-G TN' FORMATION:
NAME:

BILLING ADDRESS -

ZIP CODE: DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER:

I hereby certify that I bought an Apple Perfonna 550 , Perfonna
560 or Macintosh LC 550 in (month you purchased your
computer),
(year you purchased your computcr). The serial
number of my computer is
1997.

DA TED:

Signature

APPEKDIX B

(Apple Computer , Inc. LetterheadJ
lDateJ
Re: Perfonna 550/560/Maeintosh LC 550 Upgrade Offer

Dear (Customer Kamej:
Our records show that during 1994 or 1995 ,

Perfonna 550 ,

Computer , Inc.

you purchased a

a Macintosh LC 550 or a Perfonna 560 ITom Apple
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When we sold you your Apple computer , we advertised that it
was " Ready for PowerPC upgrade. " While a PowerPC upgrade was

subsequently offered for these models , the Federal Trade Commission
FTC" ) and Apple have examined the representations that Apple
made in connection with the sales of these models. While Apple
believes that the upgrade representations were appropriate , customer
satisfaction is our highest priority and , to this end , we have reached

a settlement with thc FTC that gives purchasers of these computers
who would like to upgrade their computers an opportunity to secure
a PowerPC upgrade at an attractive price.
For a limited time , Apple is offering its Performa 550/560 and
Macintosh LC 550 customers a PowcrPC upgrade kit for $599. This

upgrade kit will include the components necessary to make the
PowerPC upgrade , and will also include an additiona14 megabytes of
RAM which wil allow the PowerPC chip to operate effectively. In
addition , the kit will contain two key softare packages: System 7.
the operating system for the PowerPC; and the PowerPC upgrade for
Clars Works. Included in the upgrade kit will be a coupon which will
cover the cost of installing the upgrade s hardware components. Upon
receiving your upgrade kit , you wil only need to take your computer
the upgrade kit and the upgrade coupon to your local authorized
Apple dealer , who will install the hardware for you at not additional
cost.
To take advantage of this offer , please fill out the infonnation on
the enclosed fonn and return it , along with a payment in the amount
of $599 in the enclosed envelope or in an cnvelope addressed to

Apple Computer, Inc. LaddressJ You may wish to make a copy of the
fonn for your records. Upon receipt of payment and a properly
completed fonn , Apple will ship the upgrade kit directly to you
within approximately 75 days.
Please note that this offcr is being made for a limited time only
and that to receive an upgrade kit at this price , customers must
respond with payment and a properly completed fonn by no later than

175 days from date of service of orderJ. Because of thc limited
availability of upgradc kits , we will not be able to extend this
deadline , and we will not be offering this upgrade opportunity in thc

future. You should also notc that this upgrade opportunity is only

available to customers who purchased Pcrfonna 550/560

and

Macintosh LC 550 computers aftcr April 1 , 1994. Should you have
any questions regarding this upgrade offer , please call our
infonnation line at 1(800) " . As always , we at Apple view customer

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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satisfaction as our most important product. We appreciate your
choosing Apple and look forward to serving you again in the future.
Sincerely,

David Manovich
Executive Vice- President

for Global Sales

Apple Computer , Inc.
(Fonn to be Enclosed with Above Letter)
RETURN TIllS FORM WITH PA YME'

I am the purchaser of a Perfonna 550 / 560 / Macintosh LC 550
(circle the correct model number) computer. I understand that I must
have purchased my computcr after April I , 1994 , to participate in this

offer and that I must include the serial number of my computer with
my order. I would like a PowerPC Upgrade Kit. Please deliver my
purchase to the following address:
AME:
STREET ADDRESS:

CITV AND STATE:
ZIP CODE:

My check for $599 is enclosed (make checks payable to Apple
Computer , Inc.
Please charge my _Visa _Master Card _American Express
Expiration Date (Mantn/Year)

Credit Card Number

CREDIT CARD HOLDER: PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWTNG TNFORMA TTO:-:
1\AME:
BILLING ADDRESS:
ZIP CODE: DA YTI:vE TELEPHONE NUYlBER:

I hereby certify that I bought an Apple Perfonna 550 , Perform a

560 or Macintosh LC 550 in

(month you purchased

your computer), _ (year you purchased your computer). The
serial number of my computer is
DATED:

Signature

1997.
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APPENDIX C

Apple Computer , Inc.
raddressJ

FORWARDING AND RETUR POSTAGE GUARANTEED
(ADDRESSJ

ATTENTION: IMPORTAKT POWERPC Ll'GRADE OFFER FOR YOUR
PERFORMA 550 , MACINTOSH LC 550 , OR PERFORMA 560 COMPUTER
INSIDE
APPENDIX D

(Apple Computer , Inc. Letterhead)
(DateJ

Re: Perfonna 550/560/Macintosh LC 550 Upgrade Rebate
Dear (Customer Name):
Our records show that during 1994 or 1995 ,

you purchased a

PowerPC upgrade for either a Perfonna 550 , a Macintosh LC 550 or
a Perfonna 560 computer.

When we sold you your Apple computer , we advertised that it
was " Ready for PowerPC upgrade. " For the past several months , the

Federal Trade Commission (" FTC" ) and Apple have examined the
upgrade rcprcsentations that Apple made in connection with the sales

of these models. While Apple believes

that the upgrade

representations were appropriate , customer satisfaction is our highest
priority and , to this end , we have reached a settlemcnt with the FTC

which will give purchasers of these computers who have not yet
upgraded their computers an opportunity to secure a PowerPC
upgrade at an attractive price.

Both we and the FTC believe that it is appropriate and fair to
provide customers who have already purchased a PowerPC upgrade
a cash rebate in order to put them on an equal footing with customers
taking advantage of the new upgrade offer. Accordingly, we would
ask that you fill out the enclosed fonn , verifying that you did , in fact
purchase a PowerPC upgrade for a Perfonna 550 , a Macintosh LC
550 or a Perfonna 560 computer. Upon ' receipt of your completed
fonn and proof of purchase ,

Apple wil mail you a check in the

amount of $776 to thc address designated on your fonn. (Proof of
purchase is not required for customers who filled out and mailed to
Apple the registration card included in the PowerPC upgrade). Please

------- -------------- ------------------ ---------
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note that this offer is being made for a limited time only and that to
receive a cash rebate qualified customers

must respond with a

completed fonn and proof of purchase by no later than (75 days from
date of service of order

J. Should you have any questions regarding

this rebate offer , please call our infonnation line at 1(800) "
As always , we at Apple view customer satisfaction as our most
important product. Wc appreciate your choosing Apple and look
forward to serving you again in the future.
Sincerely,

David Manovich
Exccutive Vice- Presidcnt for Global Sales
Apple Computer , Inc.
(Fonn to be Encloscd with Above LetterJ
RETURN THIS FORM TO RECEIVE REBATE
(AN ENVELOPE IS ENCLOSED FOR YOCR COKVENTENCE)
I purchased a

My name is

PowerPC upgrade for a Perfonna 5.

/ .5 / Macintosh LC

computer (circle the correct model number). I understand that Apple

is prepared to provide a rebate of $776. 00 for those who purchascd
PowerPC upgrades for these computers and that to be entitled to the
rebate , customcrs must have either registered the upgrade with Apple
at the time of purchase or now provide proof of purchase.
Please Check One:

I previously fillcd out and mailed the registration card that
accompanied my Power PC upgrade to Apple Computer , Ine.
I did not fill out the registration card when I received my
PowerPC upgrade , but I have enclosed proof-of- purchase
(rceeipt , canceled check , crcdit card charge , or original
packing list or original label from PowcrPC upgrade box).
Please deliver my rebate check to the following address:
NAME:
STREET ADDRESS:

CITY/STATE/ZIP

Signaturc
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APPENDIX E

Apple Computer , Inc.
( address J

FORW ARDB'G AOID RETURN POST AGE GUARANTEED

(Address J
A TTE:-TION: CASH REBATE OFFER ENCLOSED FOR POWERPC UPGRADE
PURCHASERS

ALDI , me.
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Complaint

IN THE MATTER OF

ALDI , INe.
CONSENT ORDER , ETe. , TN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
THE FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT AND SEe. 5 OF
THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMTSSION ACT
Docket

3764.

Complaint,

Sept.

1997-- Decision ,

Sept

, 1997

This consent order requires , among other things , the Ilinois- based grocery chain
to comply with the provisions
of the Fair Credit Reporting Act requiring the
consumers to be notified when they are denied credit , insurance or a job based

in whole or in part on information in their credit report and requiring the
denying company to provide the name and address of the consumer reporting
agency that supplied the report.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondent:

John Hallerud
and C
Steven Baker.
Keith Reed, Seyfarth , Shaw , Fairwether &

Geraldson Chicago , IL.

COMPLAIT
Pursuant to the provisions of the Fair Credit Reporting Act ,
e. 1681
et seq. and the Federal Trade Commission Act ,

15

15

et seq. and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said
e. 41
Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Aldi , Inc. , a corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondent , has

violated the provisions of said Acts , and it appearing to the

Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges in that
respect as follows:

DEFINITONS

For the purposes of this complaint , the following definitions are
applicable. The tenns
consumer consumer report and consumer
reporting agency shall be defined as provided in Sections 603(c),
603(d), and 603(f), respectively, ofthe Fair Credit Reporting Act , 15
e. 168Ia(c), 168Ja(d) and 168Ia(f).

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Aldi , Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
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laws of the State of Ilinois , with its offce and principal place of
business located at 1200 N, Kirk Road , Batavia , Ilinois.
PAR 2. Respondent , in the ordinary course and conduct of its
business , has used infonnation in consumer reports obtained from
consumer reporting agencies in the consideration , acceptance , and
denial of applicants for employment with rcspondent.

PAR 3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as " commerce "

is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. Respondent , in the ordinary course and conduct of its
business , has denied applications or rescinded offers for employment
with respondent based in whole or in part on infonnation supplied by
a consumer reporting agency, but has failed to advise consumers that

the infonnation so supplied contributed to the adverse action taken on
their applications or offers for employment , and has failed to advise
consumers ofthe name and address ofthe consumer reporting agency
that supplied the infonnation.
PAR. 5. By and through the practices described in paragraph four
respondent has violated the provisions of Section 615(a) of the Fair
Credit Reporting Act , IS U. e. 168Im(a).
PAR. 6. By its aforesaid failure to comply with Section 615(a) of
the Fair Credit Reporting Act and pursuant to Section 621(a) thereof
respondent has engaged in unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or

affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a)(I) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Chicago Regional Office

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration

and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondcnt with

violations of Section 615(a) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act and
Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signng of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an

" "
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admission by the respondent that the law has been violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by
the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having detennined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the

comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section
34 of its Rules , now in further confonnity with the procedure

prescribed in Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues
its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters
the following order:
1. Respondent Aldi , Inc. is a corporation organized , existing and
doing busincss under and by virtue ofthe laws of the State ofIllinois
with its offce and principal place of business located at 1200 N. Kirk
Road , Batavia , I1inois.

2. The acts and practices of the respondent alleged in this
complaint have been in or affccting commerce , as " commerce "

is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the rcspondent , and the procceding
is in the public interest.
ORDER

For the purpose of this order , the tenns " consumer consumer
report " and " consumer reporting agency " shall be defined as
provided in Sections 603(c), 603(d), and 603(f), respectively, of the
Fair Credit Reporting Act , 15 U.S. e. 1681a(c), 1681a(d), and

1681 a(f).

It

is

ordered

That respondent Aldi , Inc. , a corporation ,

successors and assigns ,

its

and its offcers , agents , representatives , and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division
or other device , in connection with any application for employment
do forthwith cease and desist from:
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1. Failing, whenever employment is denied either wholly or parly

because of infonnation contained in a consumer report from a
consumer reporting agency, to disclose to the applicant for
employment at the time such adverse action is communicated to the
applicant (a) that the adverse action was based wholly or partly on
infonnation contained in such a report and (b) the name and address
of the consumer reporting agency making the report. Respondent
shall not be held liable for a violation of Section 615(a) of the Fair
Credit Reporting Act if it shows by a preponderance of the evidence
that at the time of the alleged violation it maintaincd reasonable

procedures to assure compliance with Section 615(a) of the Fair
Credit Reporting Act.

2. Failing, within ninety (90) days after the date of service of this
order , to mail two (2) copies of the letter attached hereto as Appendix
, completed to provide the name and address of the consumer

reporting agency supplying the rcport to each applicant who was
denied employment by Aldi , Inc. between January 1 1994 , and the
date this order is issued , based in whole or in part on infonnation
contained in a consumer report fTom a consumer reporting agency,

such copies of the letter to be sent first class mail to the last known
address of the applicant that is reflected in respondent's files , and

accompanied by a copy of the Federal Trade Commission brochure
attached hereto as Appendix B , copies of which are to be provided by
respondent. Copies of the letters attached as Appcndix A need not be

sent to any applicant who is denied employment with respondent
during the time period specified above if the applicant' s application
fie clearly shows that respondent Aldi Inc. has previously given the
applicant notification that complies in all respects with the provisions
of paragraph 1.(1) of this order.
II.

It is further ordered That rcspondent and its successors and
assigns shall , for fivc (5) years from the date of issuance ofthis ordcr

maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying, documents demonstrating
compliance with the requirements of Part I of this order , such

documents to include , but not be limited to , all employment
evaluation criteria relating to consumer reports , instructions given to
employees regarding compliance with tbe provisions of this order , all
notices or a written or electronically stored notation ofthe description
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of the fonn of notice and date such notice was provided to applicants
pursuant to any provisions of this order, and records of all applicants

for whom consumer reports were obtained for whom offers of
employment are not made or have been withheld , withdrawn , or
rescinded based , in whole or in part , on infonnation contained in a
consumer report.

It is further ordered That respondent and its successors and
assigns shall , for five (5) years from the date of issuance ofthis order

deliver a copy of this order at least once per year to all persons
responsible for the respondent' s

compliance with Section 615(a) of

the Fair Credit Reporting Act.
IV.

It is further ordered That respondent and its successors and
assigns shall notify the Federal Trade Commission at least thirt (30)
days prior to any proposed change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising under this order , including, but not
limited to a dissolution , assignent , sale , merger , or other action that
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent , or affliate that engages in any
acts or practices subject to this order; the

proposed filing of a

bankruptcy petition; or a change in the corporate name or address.
Provided , however , that with respect to any proposed change in the
corporation about which respondent lears less than thirty days prior
to the date such action is to take place , respondent shall notify the
Commission as soon as is practicable after obtaining such knowledge.
All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the
Associate Director , Division of Enforcement , Bureau of Consumer
Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D.

It is further ordered That respondent and its successors and
assigns shall , within sixty (60) days of the date of service of this

order , and at such other times as the Federal Trade Commission may
rcquire , file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in
detail the manner and fonn in which it has complied with this ordcr.
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VI.

It is further ordered That this order wil tenninate on September
, 2017 , or twenty (20) years fTom the most recent date that the
United States or the Federal Trade Commission files a complaint
(with or without an accompanying consent decree) in federal court
alleging any violation ofthe order, whichever comes later; provided
however , that the filing of such a complaint wil not affect the
duration of:

A Any paragraph in this order that tenninates in less than twenty
(20) years;
B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and
e. This order if such complaint is

filed after the order has

tenninated pursuant to this paragraph.
Provided further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court

rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal
then the order will tenninate according to this paragraph as though
the complaint was never filed , except that the order will not tenninate
between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline
for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or

ruling is upheld on appeal.
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APPENDIX A

Dear Employment Applicant:

Our records show that you applied for employment at Aldi , Inc.
at some time after Januar I , 1994. In assessing your job application
in which you authorized us to check your credit record , our decision
may have been based , at least in part , on infonnation obtained from
the credit bureau identified below:

(NAME OF CONSUMER REPORTING AGENCY)
(ADDRESS)

It is important for you to know that a federal law , the Fair Credit
Reporting Act , gives persons who are denied employment the right
to know if the denial was based , in whole or in part , on infonnation

supplied by a consumer reporting agency, commonly known as a
credit bureau. " If so , the name and address ofthe credit burcau must
be disclosed to the applicant.

Information in your credit report may have led us , at least in part
to deny your application. Based on our actions you arc entitled to a
free disclosurc of your credit report if you contact the credit bureau
within (30) days. An extra copy of this noticc is enclosed so that you
may give it to the agency when you request to review your fie.
A brochure explaining your rights under the federal credit laws is
enclosed. If you want more infonnation about your rights , write to the
Federal Trade Commission , Correspondence Branch , Washington
C. 20580.
Thank you.
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